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1 . Rivers
Identify the largest river with its mouth on the Gulf of 
California.

Colorado River 
2 . Anatomy
What structures in the body are composed mostly of 
calcium?

bones 
3 . Compass Directions
The first people to cross the land bridge which existed 
in the region now occupied by the Bering Strait 
traveled in which cardinal direction?

east 
4 . Marriage Verse
What occupation completes this verse?
  Daisy, daisy, who shall it be?
  Who shall it be who will marry me?
  Rich man, poor man, beggerman, thief,
  Doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief,
  Tinker, tailor, soldier, ...

sailor 
5 . Historical Poetry
What is the last name of the woman cited in this 
poem?
  A nation thrills, a nation bleeds,
  A nation follows where it leads,
  And every man is proud to yield
  His life upon a crimson field
  For Betsy's Battle Flag.

Ross 

6 . Greek Word Derivations
What English noun was derived from an ancient Greek 
word that literally means "terrible lizard"?

dinosaur 
7 . Modifiers
What word is modified by the adverb below?
  In the bright morning light, Jamie's sleek model
  rocket zoomed upward.

zoomed 
8 . Spectra
Name the transparent body with triangular bases used 
for decomposing light into its spectrum.

prism 
9 . Soft Woolly Stuff
What is the name for the woolen coat of sheep?

fleece 
1 0 . Injuries
What part of the body is injured in a concussion?

brain (head) 
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1 1 . Geographical Abbreviations
What is the meaning of the abbreviation in this line?
  The east side of the IDL is a calendar day
  earlier than the west side.

International Date Line 
1 2 . Sentences
The division between the subject and predicate of this 
sentence comes just before what word?
  To my dismay, all the members of the
  Procrastinator's Club arrived on time.

arrived 
1 3 . Stories
In a story by H.C. Holling, an Indian boy carves a toy 
canoe.  Before placing it in a stream, on the bottom of 
his vessel he carves these words.
  Please put me back in water.  I am paddle to
  the ...

sea 
1 4 . Word Stems
What does the root word mean in 
"civic" and "civilize"?

citizen 
1 5 . Factoring
What are all the prime factors of 48?

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 

1 6 . Emissions
If burning one gallon of gas produces about 20 
pounds of carbon dioxide, how many pounds of 
carbon dioxide are produced by a vehicle getting 20 
miles per gallon on a 200-mile trip?

200 
1 7 . Headwaters
The headwaters of these rivers are in what mountain 
range?
  Canadian, Pecos, Platte, Green, Snake,
  Rio Grande, Yellowstone

Rocky Mountains (Rockies) 
1 8 . Art Forms
What type of sculpture consists of a group of objects 
connected by wires and arranged to balance one 
another and move at the slightest breeze?

mobile 
1 9 . Strategic Countries
What huge country has a strategic location between 
Russia and the United States via a northern polar 
route?

Canada 
2 0 . Colonial Period
What early colony in the New World was named after 
the king of England?

Georgia 
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2 1 . Historical Quotes
Although not true, to what country was James Blaine 
referring when he said this?
  It is the only country with a known birthday.
  All the rest began, they know not when, and
  grew into power, they know not how.

United States 
2 2 . Bird Poetry
This is about what kind of bird?
  For two months in the black Antarctic night,
  he stands still above the egg that is his sole
  concern; his movements slight, he warms it
  in the pouch above his leg.

emperor penguin 
2 3 . Art Techniques
Name the sculptural process by which a fluid melt is 
poured into a mold and allowed to harden.

casting 
2 4 . Respiration
What is the primary respiratory organ of sharks?

gill 
2 5 . Time Measurement
What year immediately preceded 1 A.D.?

1 B.C. 

2 6 . Homographs
What homograph fits these examples?
  -To a jeweler, it is a round band.
  -To a boxer, it is an enclosure.
  -To a teenager, it is an audible signal from
    a telephone.

ring 
2 7 . Ancient Civilizations
90% of ancient Egyptians lived within six miles of 
what river or its marshy delta?

Nile 
2 8 . Physical Properties
You have a graduated cylinder half full of water.  You 
place an irregularly shaped rock into the cylinder and 
note the amount that the water rises.  What physical 
property of the rock have you measured?

volume 
2 9 . Transitions
Words such as "beside" and "among" are used in 
transitions to show location.  What is shown by these 
transition words?
  immediately, meanwhile, afterward, next

time (chronology) 
3 0 . Circulatory System
The arterial palpation of a heartbeat is called a ...

pulse 
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3 1 . Forms of Government
What form of government, according to Harry 
Fosdick, "is based upon the conviction that there are 
extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people"?

democracy 
3 2 . Big Waters
Although not officially recognized as a separate 
ocean, those portions of the Atlantic, Pacific, and 
Indian Oceans at their southern extremes are 
sometimes collectively referred to as what ocean?

Southern Ocean (Antarctic Ocean) 
3 3 . Birth
What is the term for three babies delivered at the same 
time by the same mother?

triplets 
3 4 . Mammals
Identify the deer that inhabit the far northern regions 
of Europe and Asia.

reindeer 
3 5 . Reservoirs
Dams are built and reservoirs are created for three 
fundamental purposes including water storage, flood 
control, and what else?

electricity (power) generation 

3 6 . The Old West
In early summer, cowboys would round up cattle and 
move them to higher summer pastures.  This move 
was called a cattle what?

drive 
3 7 . Dr. Dolittle
Animal friends of Dr. Dolittle include the duck 
Dab-Dab, the monkey Chee-Chee, the owl Too-Too, 
and the dog.  Name it.

Jip 
3 8 . Horsemanship
What is the collective name for horse bridles and 
saddles?

tack 
3 9 . Secession
Name the government formed by the states that 
seceded from the U.S. during the Civil War.

Confederate States of America (Confederacy) 
4 0 . Exercises
What calisthenic exercise is performed by repeatedly 
jumping to a position with the legs spread wide and 
the hands touching overhead and then returning to a 
position with the feet together and the arms at the 
sides?

jumping jacks 
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Alt. 1. Relationships
The person who is the brother of your father is your 
what?

uncle 
Alt. 2. Ice Intervals
During the last million years, there have been four of 
these intervals during which ice sheets spread widely 
across lowlands in the Northern Hemisphere.  These 
were what kind of periods?

glacial 
Alt. 3. Factoring
What is the prime factorization of 108?

3 x 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 
Alt. 4. Forces
What force that reduces the efficiency of machines is 
also essential for nails to hold in wood, for matches to 
light, and for creatures to walk?

friction 
Alt. 5. Mystery Adventures
Seymour Simon wrote a series of mystery adventures 
about Adam Anderson, boy detective, who applies 
scientific principles to everyday problems.  What is 
Adam's nickname?

Einstein 
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1 . Botany
What is the opposite of "evergreen"?

deciduous 
2 . Stories
What tale by Hans Christian Andersen could have had 
this title?
  The Young Web-footed Swimming Bird
  that Was Displeasing to the Eye

The Ugly Duckling 
3 . Physiology
The release of water and dissolved salts through pores 
in the skin is called what?

sweating (perspiring) 
4 . Age Problems
Max is 22 years old.  He has a brother 2 years 
younger and a horse 1 year older.  How much older is 
the horse than Max's brother?

3 years 
5 . Long-Eared Literature
Name two of Peter Rabbit's three sisters.

Flopsy, Mopsy, Cottontail 

6 . Massive Accumulations
What massive bodies develop any place in the world 
where, over a period of years, more snow accumulates 
than melts away?

glaciers 
7 . The Chain of History
The following are linked with the history of what 
country?
  -invasion by the Mongols
  -Romanov czars
  -Bolsheviks
  -Cold War

Russia (Soviet Union, U.S.S.R.) 
8 . Creative Writing
What figure of speech is used in this line?
  Sometimes the moon looks like a slice of
  orange impaled on a tree fork.

simile 
9 . Aesop
That it is one thing to suggest a plan but quite another 
to actually carry it out is the moral to which of 
Aesop's fables about a feline and a hollow, metal, 
cup-shaped instrument that emits a tone when struck?

Belling the Cat 
1 0 . History of Math
The Japanese "soroban," a device with five beads on 
each of nine vertical rods, is also known as what 
calculating device?

abacus (counting frame) 
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1 1 . Dinosaurs
Millions of years ago, they roamed more or less where 
the buffalo roamed in North America more recently.  
Name these three-horned dinosaurs.

triceratops 
1 2 . Vocations
These are imaginative definitions for what vocation?
  -one who looks at Niagara Falls and says with a
    little time, he could fix it.
  -a man who gets paid for sleeping under sinks
  -an adventurer who traces leaky pipes to their
    source

plumber 
1 3 . Art Forms
Name the art of making pottery and other products 
from clay and hardening these objects with heat.

ceramics 
1 4 . Disease
What is the collective name for the manifestations of 
disease such as fever, rash, dizziness, and pain?

symptoms 
1 5 . Texts
From what part of an astronomy book were these lines 
taken?
  Magellanic Clouds, 448
  Magnetosphere, 159-161
  Main sequence stars, 314, 320
  Mars, 208-217
  Mascons, 181

index 

1 6 . Frontiersmen
With what mountain range were the mountain men of 
the 1800s mainly associated?

Rocky Mountains 
1 7 . Concerts
A concert given by an individual performer or by a 
series of individuals is called a what?

recital 
1 8 . Sentences
What word is the simple subject in this line?
  Up her arm crawled something with the face of
  Pee Wee Herman and the body of an arachnid.

something 
1 9 . Banking
Mr. Trump began the month with a balance of 132 
million in his account.  After buying a yacht for 7 
million, an auk sculpture for 5 million, a casino for 23 
million, and a bag of Puppy Chow for $3.79, how 
much was left in his account?

9 6 , 9 9 9 , 9 9 6 . 2 1  
2 0 . First Aid
Identify the process of immobilizing a fracture.

splinting 
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2 1 . Sap
The sap of what kind of tropical tree is extracted and 
processed into such items as waterproof fabric and 
shoe soles?

rubber tree 
2 2 . Fantasies
Who, in a story by Norton Juster, assembles a 
mysterious tollbooth and then visits the Kingdom of 
Wisdom, has dinner with King Azaz the Unabridged, 
and develops a crush on the Princesses Rhyme and 
Reason?

Milo 
2 3 . Shoreline Features
What part of an ocean that extends into the land is 
smaller than a gulf but larger than a cove?

bay (bight) 
2 4 . Matter
Which phase of matter diffuses most slowly?

solid 
2 5 . Big Geology
It is 217 miles long, 4 to 18 miles wide, and 1 mile 
deep.  Name this attraction in an American national 
park.

Grand Canyon 

2 6 . Gases
Name the envelope of gases surrounding some 
planets.

atmosphere 
2 7 . Mathematical Comparisons
If A is greater than B and B is greater than C, then 
what can be said about the relative magnitudes of A 
and C?

A is greater than C 
2 8 . Geographical Food
What is the primary food in Southeast Asia?

rice 
2 9 . Perimeters
What is the perimeter of a rectangle with a length of 6 
inches and a width of 4 inches?

20 inches 
3 0 . Flags
The shield of Lord Baltimore was the inspiration for 
the flag of what state?

Maryland 
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3 1 . Bird Vocabulary
What is the collective name for these birds raised for 
their meat and eggs?
  ducks, turkeys, pheasants, geese, pigeons

poultry 
3 2 . Flat Characters
In "Alice in Wonderland," Alice sees three gardeners 
who are unusual in that their bodies have the 
appearance of what?

playing cards 
3 3 . Prime Numbers
What is the next smaller prime number below 23?

19 
3 4 . Canal Transportation
For many years, boats on canals were pulled by 
horses, mules, or oxen.  Soon after a successful 
invention by Robert Fulton, canal boats became driven 
by ...

steam 
3 5 . Fables
Which of Aesop's characters said that the grapes he 
was unable to reach were probably sour, anyway?

fox 

3 6 . Ratios
Simplify the ratio of 2 1/2 to 1/2.

5 to 1 
3 7 . Fantastic Flights
Annually it flies nonstop across the Gulf of Mexico, a 
distance of some 500 miles, even though metabolic 
tests suggest that it is too small to store enough energy 
for the task.  Name this one-ounce bird.

( ruby-throated)  hummingbird 
3 8 . Vulcanism
The Ring of Fire is a belt of vulcanism and tectonic 
disturbances rimming which ocean?

Pacific 
3 9 . The American Revolution
What country decided to come into the American war 
of independence shortly after it received news of the 
American victory at Saratoga?

France 
4 0 . Ancient Greek Astronomy
In ancient Greece, Plato arranged celestial objects into 
eight spheres surrounding Earth with the fixed stars in 
sphere 8, Saturn in sphere 7, and Jupiter in sphere 6.  
What object did he place in sphere 1?

the Moon 
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Alt. 1. Sociology
According to Robert Benchley, there are two classes of 
people in the world:  those who constantly divide the 
people of the world into two classes, and what other 
group?

those who do not (don't) 
Alt. 2. Lakes
Bounded to the north and east by Ontario and on its 
south and west by Michigan, the second largest of the 
Great Lakes is ...

Lake Huron 
Alt. 3. Bones
What is the name for each of the small bones 
comprising the backbone?

vertebra 
Alt. 4. Word Problems
You have a dime and a dollar and you buy a cat and a 
collar.  If the cat is a dollar more than the collar, how 
much is the collar?

5 cents 
Alt. 5. Pronoun Use
Replace the first noun in this example with the 
appropriate third person pronoun.
  Stephanie visited the old tower.

She visited the old tower. 
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1 . Time Intervals
Any semiannual event occurs how many times in a 
decade?

20 times 
2 . Musical Notation
Name either type of note canceled by a natural.

sharp, flat 
3 . Shelters
These are all varieties of what?
  yurts, big tops, pavilions, tipis

tents 
4 . Case
What pronoun is used in the possessive case in this 
example?
  We both ended up with terrible concussions
  when we decided to put our heads together.

our 
5 . Word Choice
What word should replace the improperly used word 
in this example?
  Her friends hoped that Zsa Zsa's experience
  had learned her a good and lasting lesson about
  how to deliver a solid punch.

taught 

6 . U.S. Geography
What U.S. state lies on the Gulf of Mexico between 
Mississippi and Georgia?

Alabama 
7 . Geographical References
To what country was Herman Melville referring when 
he wrote this?
  Settled by the people of all nations, all nations
  may claim her for their own.

USA 
8 . Forces
A cork pushed below the surface of a liquid and 
released immediately bobs to the top because of what 
upward force?

buoyancy 
9 . Fads
In the late 1950s, the Hula-Hoop craze swept America. 
This toy was named after a traditional dance of what 
islands?

Hawaiian Islands 
1 0 . Family Verse
What kind of special relationship is indicated in this 
verse?
  In form and feature, face and limb,
    I grew so like my brother,
  That folks kept taking me for him,
    And each for one another.

twins (identical twins) 
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1 1 . Abbreviations
What is the meaning of the first word in the 
abbreviation, "a.m."?

before 
1 2 . Jalapeno Math
In Julio's Jalapeno Hut opening day, he peddled 1624 
jalapeno peppers.  The next day he peddled 1945 
peppers.  The third day he peddled 163 less than on 
the second day.  What is the total number of jalapenos 
Julio peddled?

5351 
1 3 . Walking Vocabulary
What is the term for a person walking on a public 
thoroughfare?

pedestr ian 
1 4 . Continental Reptiles
Gila monsters live on what continent?

North America 
1 5 . Ship Talk
What is the term for an opening through a deck of a 
ship?

hatch 

1 6 . Mechanical Abbreviations
The abbreviation, rpm, stands for ...

revolutions per minute 
1 7 . Government
What branch of government consists of elected 
officials empowered to make, change, or repeal laws?

legislative branch 
1 8 . Eggs
What living bird lays the largest egg?

ostrich 
1 9 . Agreements
To what kind of agreement was Chief Ouray referring 
in these words?
  The agreement an Indian makes with the United
  States is like the agreement a buffalo makes
  with his hunters when pierced with arrows.

treaty 
2 0 . Salamanders
All salamanders live part of their lives in water and 
part on land.  Therefore, they belong to what 
biological class?

Amphibia (amphibians) 
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2 1 . Tides
Tides are caused principally by the gravitational 
attractions of what two heavenly bodies?

Moon, Sun 
2 2 . Stories
Stories about Ali Baba, Scheherazade, Aladdin, and 
Sinbad were originally written in what language?

Arabic 
2 3 . Handicaps
A system for people with what handicap was 
developed by Louis Braille?

blindness 
2 4 . Poetry
Who is the central character in the poem which 
includes this line?
  But there is no joy in Mudville

Casey 
2 5 . Capitalization
How many words should be capitalized below?
  the cry was heard from the blue ridge
  mountains to the midwest.

5 .

2 6 . Pledges
Members of what organization make this pledge?
  My head to clearer thinking, my heart to
  greater loyalty, my hands to larger services,
  and my health to better living?

4-H Club 
2 7 . Emblems
The most familiar symbol of drama is a pair of masks, 
one smiling representing comedy and one sorrowful 
representing ...

tragedy 
2 8 . Fables
Complete this moral from Aesop's story, "The Jay and 
the Peacock."
  It is not only fine feathers that make fine ...

birds 
2 9 . Zoological Namesakes
A variety of what kind of animal was named after the 
clergyman Robert John Lechmere Guppy?

fish 
3 0 . Far Out Quotes
What are the next words in this line?
  That's one small step for a man, one giant
  leap ...

for mankind 
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3 1 . Combinations
Each of seven astronauts floating in space is 
connected  to each of the other astronauts by a single 
life line.  What is the total number of life lines 
connecting these people?

21 
3 2 . Shell Selling
At her seashore boutique, Sara sells 6 seahorses for 
every 7 seashells she sells.  If she sold 66 seahorses, 
how many seashells did she sell?

77 
3 3 . Peaks
In what mountain range is Pikes Peak?

Rockies (Rampart Range, Front Range) 
3 4 . Elected Officials
What members of Congress serve six-year terms?

senators 
3 5 . Pronouns
What pronoun in the Preamble to the Constitution 
indicates the people of the U.S.?

we 

3 6 . Surgical Instruments
Name the small, straight surgical knife with a convex 
edge and a thin keen blade.

scalpel 
3 7 . Sentence Subjects
What is the subject of this line by Will Durst?
 In San Francisco, Halloween is redundant.

Halloween 
3 8 . Inventions
This letter of 1908 promotes what invention?
  Our article is a necessity nothing else can
  take the place of.  Go into the street, look at
  the back of every skirt worn, and see if nine
  out of every ten doesn't need an invisible,
  secure fastener to close the opening.

zipper 
3 9 . Ecology Vocabulary
What is the term for making the best use of and 
protecting natural resources?

conservat ion 
4 0 . Settlements
In 1822, Stephen Austin founded the first legal 
settlement of Americans in a region that would later 
become what state?

Texas 
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Alt. 1. Shores
Name the Great Lake state that has more shoreline 
than the entire U.S. Atlantic coast?

Michigan 
Alt. 2. Personal Narratives
What is the last name of the person who wrote this in 
1913?
  I took a position at one of the wings to help
  balance the machine as it ran down the track.
  When the restraining wire was slipped, the
  machine started off quickly.  After a 35-foot
  run, it lifted from the rail.

Wright 
Alt. 3. Ancient Literature
What ancient fabulist expressed this thought in an 
enduring story?
  A crust eaten in peace is better than a
  banquet partaken in anxiety.

Aesop 
Alt. 4. Calories
Beau Geste came out of a three-week walk in the 
Sahara and was so thirsty he drank one and a half 
gallons of water, an equivalent of how many calories?

none 
Alt. 5. Ciphers
The Caesar cipher replaces each letter by the letter 
three places beyond it in the alphabet.  Using the 
code, "Krohv" is the code for the name of what 
popular novel by Louis Sachar?

Holes 
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1 . Geology
Pulpy trees with green trunks and no bark grew in 
ancient swamps.  These died and fell into the water 
where they were transformed into peat.  Eventually, 
through heat and pressure, this material turned into 
what burnable rock?

coal 
2 . Historical Fiction
In what book is Sadako Sasaki, a young girl with 
radiation-caused leukemia, told that she can regain her 
health by repeatedly folding paper into the shape of 
large wading birds?

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes 
3 . Homonyms
What word has these meanings?
  -a silvery, poisonous metallic element
  -the messenger of the Roman gods
  -a small planet

mercury (or Mercury) 
4 . Word Problems
The number of people in an auditorium doubled 
every five minutes.  At eight o'clock, the auditorium 
was full.  At what time was the theater half-full?

7:55 
5 . Factoring
What are the prime factors of 24?

2 x 2 x 2 x 3 

6 . Namesakes
A major city in what state was named for the 34th 
viceroy of Spain, the Duke of Albuquerque?

New Mexico 
7 . Nouns
What two types of nouns are used below?
  The Nile is the chief river of northern Africa.

common, proper 
8 . South America
What South American country has the shortest name?

Peru 
9 . Ape-man Quotations
Complete this line from an Edgar Rice Burroughs 
novel.
  Me Tarzan, you ...

Jane 
1 0 . The Great Depression
In 1933, a man slammed a fifty-cent piece on a table 
top and said, "You can't carry all the corn that 
half-dollar will buy."  Since there are 56 pounds in a 
bushel, and corn was selling at 10 cents a bushel, that 
coin would have purchased how many pounds of 
corn?

280 
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1 1 . Folk Songs
According to the song lyrics, John Henry was a hard 
workin' man who died with what in his hand?

a hammer 
1 2 . Figurative Language
What figure of speech is used in this verse?
  A tree toad loved a she-toad
  Who lived up in a tree.
  He was a two-toed tree toad
  But a three-toed toad was she.
  The two-toed tree toad tried to win
  The three-toed she-toad's heart,
  For the two-toed tree toad loved the ground
  That the three-toed tree toad trod.

alliteration 
1 3 . S p e e d
What term indicates a speed faster than sound travels 
through air?

supersonic (hypersonic) 
1 4 . Trees
What tropical tree has a huge seed with a kind of milk 
inside?

coconut palm 
1 5 . Colleagues
Ulysses Grant, William Sherman, Robert E. Lee, 
Thomas Jackson, Albert Johnson, George Meade, 
James Longstreet, and George McClellan were 
comrades in arms in 1848 when the Mexican War 
ended.  A dozen years later, these men had to choose 
sides in what other conflict?

Civil War 

1 6 . Symbolic Colors
What color in the American flag stands for innocence 
and purity?

white 
1 7 . Electronics
The British term, wireless, is a synonym for what 
American term for the transmission and reception of 
signals by means of electromagnetic waves without a 
connecting wire?

radio 
1 8 . Sentence Improvement
Restate this line in standard English.
  A little rain never hurt no one.

A little rain never hurt anyone (anybody). 
1 9 . Big Game
These giant horselike beasts are readily recognized by 
the dewlap, a bell-like appendage beneath the throat.  
The bulls have broadly palmate antlers, sometimes 
with a spread of six feet.  Name these animals of 
Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho.

moose 
2 0 . Nautical Vocabulary
What word that rhymes with "subtle" means to sink a 
ship by opening holes in the hull?

scuttle 
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2 1 . Literary Rodents
What mouse is the protagonist in a story by Kate 
DiCamillo that also features Princess Pea, Chiaroscuro, 
Gregory the Jailer, and Furlough Tilling?

Despereaux (Despereaux Ti l l ing) 
2 2 . Official Counts
What is the enumeration of a population called?

census 
2 3 . Analogies
What character in a novel by Lewis Carroll has been 
described as the Stalin of children's literature, forever 
ordering "Off with his head" at any imagined affront?

Queen of Hearts 
2 4 . Bird Food
In the musical, "Mary Poppins," what is the cost of a 
bag of bird food?

tuppence (two pence) 
2 5 . Canada
Name the wild, rugged region of Canada in the far 
northwest corner of the country.

Yukon Territory 

2 6 . Fictional Characters
What literary character who spent some time in a cow's 
and a wolf's stomach drove horses by standing in their 
ears to give directions?

Tom Thumb 
2 7 . Stories
This dialogue is found in a tale by Carlo Collodi 
about what unusual character?
  "How do you know I am lying?" 
  "Lies, my boy, are known in a moment.  There
  are two kinds of lies, lies with short legs and
  lies with long noses.  Yours happen to have
  long noses."

Pinocchio 
2 8 . Consecutive Integers
Find six consecutive odd integers whose sum is zero.

-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 5 
2 9 . Folklore
Who is the central character in American tales that 
span the time between the winter of the blue snow 
through the spring in which the rain came up from 
China?

Paul Bunyan 
3 0 . Musical Prefixes
If a prelude is a piece of music played at the 
beginning of a church service, what is the concluding 
piece played at the end called?

postlude 
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3 1 . Documents
What document begins as follows?
  We the people of the United States, in order to
  form a more perfect union ...

(Preamble to) U.S. Constitution 
3 2 . Mobile Landforms
What travels across the desert, losing sand on one side 
while gaining it on the other?

(sand) dunes 
3 3 . Tall Tales
This is about what legendary beast?
  One day the big bovine knocked a bag of dried
  peas off the countertop when he swished his
  tail.  The peas flew so fast out of the kitchen
  that they knocked over a dozen loggers coming
  home for lunch, clipped the tops off of several
  pine trees, and landed in the hot spring.  We
  had pea soup to eat for the rest of the season.

Babe the Blue Ox 
3 4 . Silly Poems
With what two words does the first line of the ditty end 
which has been restated below?
  I never saw a bovine with a hue between
  violet and red.

purple cow 
3 5 . Songs
What is the term for the principal patriotic song of a 
nation?

anthem (national anthem) 

3 6 . Old West
Groups of settlers would line up their Conestoga 
wagons and head across the Great Plains in caravans 
called what?

wagon trains 
3 7 . Galaxies
The light from millions of stars located along the 
plane of our galaxy is popularly known as the ...

Milky Way 
3 8 . Significant Name Changes
After the Declaration was signed, the individual 
colonies regarded themselves each as separate and 
sovereign entities.  Instead of colonies, they began 
referring to themselves as what?

states 
3 9 . Politics
Members of what U.S. political party seemingly favor 
business interests and oppose big government?

Republ ican 
4 0 . Trees
The imaginary line on mountains above which there 
are no trees is called what line?

timberline (tree line) 
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Alt. 1. Lewis Carroll
Complete this line from "Through the Looking Glass" 
that is about a promise unlikely to be kept.
  Jam tomorrow and jam yesterday, but
  never jam ...

today 
Alt. 2. Compound Words
What word could be added to the beginning of these 
words to make compound words?
  hunter
  ache
  lines
  quarters

head 
Alt. 3. Steam-powered Vessels
Paddle steamers with paddle wheels on their sides are 
called ...

sidewheelers  
Alt. 4. Bats
What kind of bat feeds by making a shallow wound, 
usually on horses or cows, and then licking the blood?

vampire bat 
Alt. 5. Chicken Processing
If Joan of Arkansas can pluck forty chickens in three 
hours, how many can she pluck in three eight-hour 
shifts?

320 
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1 . Literary Genres
These are examples of what nonfictional literary 
form?
  Bill Cosby: America's Most Famous Father
  Charles Darwin: Revolutionary Biologist
  Lost Star: The Story of Amelia Earhart

biographies 
2 . Bays
Name the largest bay in Canada.

Hudson Bay 
3 . Light Adjectives
Any substance through which light can pass without 
being broken up is described by what adjective?

transparent 
4 . Precipitation
What form of precipitation consists of water droplets 
condensed from the air onto cool surfaces?

dew 
5 . Parallel Structure
What word completes this line by Vince Lombardi 
illustrating parallel structure?
  The greatest accomplishment is not in
  never falling, but in rising again after you ...

fall 

6 . Inventors
Who wrote this?
  We tried all sorts of things to make a filament
  that would stand such as silicon and boron.  I
  never thought that carbon would be the answer
  because it is so sensitive to oxidation.  But
  then we developed a high vacuum in which the
  carbon filament burned for hours.

Thomas Edison 
7 . Colonial Charters
Many colonial charters granted rights to land "from 
sea to sea."  But Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, 
Maryland, and two other colonies had no western 
lands.  Name either of those.

New Hampshire, Rhode Island 
8 . Historical Time Periods
These are time periods in the history of what 
continent?
  middle ages, Renaissance, age of discovery,
  Elizabethan period, Protestant Reformation,
  Industrial Revolution, age of enlightenment

Europe 
9 . Territorial Acquisition
What country ceded California and New Mexico to the 
United States?

Mexico 
1 0 . Life Processes
The breakdown by a living organism of ingested 
material into chemically simpler forms that can be 
readily absorbed and assimilated by the body is what 
process?

digestion 
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1 1 . Narrators
Who narrates the story from which this was taken?
  One day Br'er Fox went ter wuk en got 'im some
  tar, en mix it wid some turkentime, en fix up a
  contrapshun w'at he call a Tar-Baby, en he tuck
  dish yer Tar-Baby en he sot 'er in de big road.

Uncle Remus 
1 2 . Citizenship
An immigrant who wants to become an American 
citizen must promise, among other things, to "support 
and defend" what fundamental law of the land?

(U.S.) Constitution 
1 3 . Fables
This moral is from which of Aesop's fables?
  A liar will not be believed, even when he
  speaks the truth.

The Shepherd's Boy 
1 4 . Seasons
In the Southern Hemisphere, autumn occurs during 
what complete two months?

April, May 
1 5 . Company Math
Eight workers in a small company, attended a 
workshop.  Of the others, 6 lubricated their machines, 
4 conducted an inventory, and 2 worked on goals for 
the coming year.  How many people does this 
company employ?

20 

1 6 . Thoreau
What is another name for the creature mentioned in 
this quote by Thoreau?
  I do not propose to write an ode to dejection,
  but to brag as lustily as a chanticleer in the
  morning, standing on his roost, if only to wake
  my neighbors up.

rooster 
1 7 . Bloopers
What word should have been used in this blooper 
from a paper on British monarchs?
  Queen Victoria sat on a thorn for 63 years.

throne 
1 8 . Pet Stories
What story tells of two dogs and a cat that travel 250 
miles across Canada to reach home?

The Incredible Journey 
1 9 . Injuries
What common injury results when your foot rolls or 
turns beyond its normal range of motion?

sprained ankle 
2 0 . Numerals
What is the Arabic equivalent of the Roman numeral 
D?

500 
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2 1 . Coin Ratios
Express this ratio in lowest terms.
  2 quarters to 3 dimes

5 to 3 
2 2 . Compasses
How many cardinal points are on a compass?

4 .
2 3 . Injuries
Fred fell with his ankle in an abnormal position, and 
the weight of his whole body caused the ligaments in 
his ankle to stretch.  This is what kind of injury?

sprain 
2 4 . Revolutionary Mottoes
How was this verbose statement usually expressed 
during the American Revolution?
  By combining into a single entity we remain
  upright and unvanquished, but by fragmentation
  we undergo conquest.

United we stand, divided we fall. 
2 5 . Dramatic Conventions
What melodramatic stock character often cackles and 
leers while twirling his moustache, rolling his eyes, and 
rubbing his hands together?

villain 

2 6 . Historical Stories
Doris Gates carefully chronicled the events leading to 
what war in her book, "A Fair Wind for Troy"?

Trojan War 
2 7 . Law
What is the legal name of the order by a judge for 
punishment?

sentence 
2 8 . Runoff
Extending from the Yukon down into Mexico, name 
the imaginary line separating streams that flow to the 
Pacific from those that flow to the Atlantic and the 
Gulf of Mexico.

Continental Divide 
2 9 . Fevers
Name the sensation of coldness and shivering 
experienced by someone with a fever.

chills 
3 0 . Weather Poetry
This poem is about what weather phenomenon?
  Leaves stood still, and our hearts stood still,
  But the sky was a-boil with clouds,
  A coppery wrack, and the greenish black
  Of shrouds.
  We dove for shelter and none too soon.
  The universe swayed and swirled,
  And the monstrous horn of a unicorn
  Gored the world.

tornado 
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3 1 . Devices
What is the general term for a weight suspended from 
a pivot such that the weight may freely swing back 
and forth?

pendulum 
3 2 . Historical Quotes
To whom was King George III referring with these 
words?
  We must master them or totally leave them
  to themselves.

colonists (Americans) 
3 3 . Big Eggs
If fifteen ostrich eggs fit into four barrels, how many 
would fit into twenty barrels?

75 
3 4 . The Old West
Early trappers and traders of Colorado were protected 
in forts made from a mixture of straw and clay called 
what?

adobe 
3 5 . Stages and Organisms
The stages in the development of an organism 
comprise what cycle?

life 

3 6 . The Globe
What is the longitude of the prime meridian?

0 degrees 
3 7 . High Points
The climax of what story is the battle between Bigwig 
and Woundwort?

Watership Down 
3 8 . Suffixes
What does the suffix mean in these words?
  pesticide
  herbicide
  insecticide

killer (kill) 
3 9 . Ores
An ore contains eighty pounds of copper per ton.  
How many pounds of waste material are there per ton?

1920 
4 0 . Precipitation Calculation
The average monthly rainfall in Porto Novo for 6 
months was 5.5 inches.  If it had rained 1/2 inch more 
each month, what would the average have been?

6 inches 
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Alt. 1. Fairy Tales
This is a line by the heroine of what fairy tale?
  Let me see if it will not fit me.

Cinderella 
Alt. 2. American Stories
This is from what short story?
  "If I could but reach that bridge" thought
  Ichabod "I am safe."  Just then he heard the
  black steed panting and blowing close behind
  him, he even fancied he felt his hot breath.  
  Just then he saw the goblin rising in his
  stirrups and in the very act of hurling his
  head at him.

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 
Alt. 3. Meteorological Phenomena
What phenomenon similar to a rainbow is produced 
by light reflected from Earth's natural satellite?

moonbow (lunar rainbow, lunar bow) 
Alt. 4. Verb Choice
What verb should the mom have used in the last line 
of this note?
  My son is under the doctor's care and should
  not take P.E. today.  Please execute him.

excuse 
Alt. 5. Brrrr
Plateau Station, with an average yearly temperature of 
-70 degrees Fahrenheit, is on what continent?

Antarctica 
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1 . Phantom Creatures
In "The Phantom Tollbooth," what kind of creature is 
Humbug?

insect 
2 . Symbols
What kind of business establishment is indicated by a 
vertical cylinder with red and white spirals?

barbershop 
3 . Fictional Pets
The favorite pets of what fictional physician included 
Dab-Dab the duck, Jip the dog, Gub-Gub the baby 
pig, Polynesia the parrot, and the owl Too-Too?

Dr. Dolittle 
4 . Adverbs
What question is answered by the adverbs in these 
examples?
  The blaze started here.
  His shop was built nearby.

Where? 
5 . Heavenly Bodies
What bodies are the nomads of the solar system 
because they travel around the Sun in extremely 
elongated orbits?

comets 

6 . Headed North
Thanks to what major fault, some geological maps 
place the future sites of Los Angeles and San 
Francisco at considerably higher latitudes than their 
present locations?

San Andreas fault 
7 . Dwellings
What Native American dwellings had conical shapes?

tepees 
8 . Amelia
In 1932, Amelia Earhart became the first woman to 
solo across the Atlantic.  She flew 2025 miles from 
Newfoundland to Ireland in about 15 hours and 18 
minutes.  To the nearest mile per hour, what was her 
average speed?

132 mph 
9 . Homonyms
What term can refer to a type of tropical tree or the 
front inner surface of the hand?

palm 
1 0 . Astronomy
Astronomers regard all of the following as different 
types of what?
  giant
  dwarf
  nova
  neutron

stars 
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1 1 . Wordiness
What phrase could be omitted from this sentence 
without any loss of meaning?
  All things considered, Colorado's elk herd is
  in better shape now than ever before.

all things considered 
1 2 . Sentences
What part of a sentence tells whom or what the 
sentence is about?

subject 
1 3 . Sets
Identify all elements in this set.
  X is an odd number between 4 and 10.

5, 7, 9 
1 4 . Tribal Culture
In popular writings, a Native American healer or 
shaman is called a ...

medicine man 
1 5 . Poetry
This is from a Robert Louis Stevenson poem about 
what phenomenon?
  The funniest thing about him is the way he
  likes to grow / Not at all like proper children,
  which is always very slow / For he sometimes
  shoots up taller like an India-rubber ball, / And
  he sometimes gets so little that there's none
  of him at all.

a shadow (his shadow) 

1 6 . I Shot an Arrow
If you shoot an arrow straight up, how high it goes 
depends mainly on its initial velocity and what force?

gravity 
1 7 . Reading is Not Believing
Despite decades of health warnings on the packages, 
there are still millions of Americans who routinely use 
various products from what herbaceous plant?

tobacco 
1 8 . Reciprocals
What is the reciprocal of 21?

1/21 
1 9 . Study Problems
In preparing for a state contractors license exam, 
Vicki studied 3 times as long as Ellen.  Ellen studied 2 
more hours than Diana.  Diana studied 3 hours less 
than Gerri.   Gerri studied 5 hours.  How long did 
Vicki study?

12 hours 
2 0 . Big Mammals
They weigh up to 2000 pounds as adults, take 17 
years to mature, and live 50 years.  Name these 
cud-chewing animals of the desert.

camels 
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2 1 . Europe
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Wales, and England are 
part of the United what?

Kingdom 
2 2 . State Nicknames
What state also known as the Evergreen State is the 
only one named in honor of a U.S. president?

Washington 
2 3 . Factoring
What is the largest prime factor of 105?

7 .
2 4 . Land Features
A gap or break in a high mountain ridge through 
which people frequently travel is called a what?

pass 
2 5 . Bodily Tissues
What kind of dense, fibrous tissue grows to join the 
two sides of a laceration?

scar tissue 

2 6 . Milk
What adjective describes processed cow's milk that 
contains only a trace of fat?

skim 
2 7 . Moods
What adjective with the same root as "neuron" 
indicates someone who is anxious, apprehensive, 
distressed, and agitated?

nervous (neurotic) 
2 8 . Poems
This is from a poem about what character?
  You should have heard the Hamelin people
  Ringing the bells till they rocked the steeple.

Pied Piper 
2 9 . Commemorative Coins
The anniversary of what monument is featured on the 
commemorative coins issued in 1991 that include the 
sculpted faces of four U.S. presidents?

Mt. Rushmore 
3 0 . Music
How many notes are in three octaves?

22 
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3 1 . Allusions
Correctly restate this goofy attempted use of an 
allusion.
  Don't kill the golden goose that lays the eggs.

Don't kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. 
3 2 . Body Tissues
Tendons connect what to bones?

muscles 
3 3 . Word Problems
The sum of what two consecutive even numbers is 86?

42, 44 
3 4 . Matter
The only known substance which exists in all three 
states naturally on Earth is ...

water 
3 5 . The Circulatory System
What word should have completed this line?
  Three kinds of blood vessels are arteries,
  veins, and caterpillars.

capillaries 

3 6 . Eye Physiology
What happens to the pupils in your eyes when you go 
from bright sunlight to low light conditions?

They dilate. (expand, become larger) 
3 7 . Fantasies
This is from what story?
  The Mole had long wanted to make the
  acquaintance of the Badger.  He seemed, by all
  accounts, to be such an important personage
  and, though rarely visible, to make his unseen
  influence felt by everybody about the place.

The Wind in the Willows 
3 8 . Suffixes
What is the common suffix which means "the science 
or study of"?

logy 
3 9 . Hinky Pinkys
If a used trumpet is a worn horn and an angry 
supervisor is a cross boss, then a slipshod reproduction 
is a sloppy what?

copy 
4 0 . Zoology
According to the Latin derivation of the term, bipeds 
have two ...

feet 
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Alt. 1. Traditions
Hawaiians weave flowers into necklaces or crowns 
called what?

leis 
Alt. 2. Circles
What line segment passes through the center of a 
circle and has its endpoints on the circle?

diameter 
Alt. 3. Cool Poetry
This is about what kind of massive floating body?
  I was spawned from the glacier, a thousand
    miles due north beyond Cape Chidley; 
  And the spawning, when my vast, wallowing
    bulk went under, emerged and heaved aloft, 
  Shaking down cataracts from its rocking sides,
    with mountainous surge and thunder 
  Outraged the silence of the Arctic sea.

iceberg 
Alt. 4. S p e e d
The Concorde SST traveled about 1400 miles per 
hour while the velocity needed to put a rocket into 
orbit around Earth is 17,500 miles per hour.  How 
many times faster would the SST had to have traveled 
to go into orbit?

12.5 
Alt. 5. Lewis Carroll
This excerpt from "Through the Looking Glass" is 
about what character?
  He was sitting with his legs crossed, like a
  Turk, on the top of a high wall and he didn't
  take the least notice of her.  "And how exactly
  like an egg he is!" she said, standing ready to
  catch him, for she was every moment expecting
  him to fall.

Humpty Dumpty 
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1 . Body Systems
The functions of what body system include protection 
of internal structures, prevention of entry of 
disease-causing microorganisms, temperature 
regulation, excretion through perspiration, pigmentary 
protection against ultraviolet sunrays, and production 
of vitamin D?

integumentary system (skin) 
2 . Nutrition
Milk labeled as "two percent" has 2% of what 
substance left in it?

fat 
3 . U.S. Government
Members of which of the three branches of U.S. 
government are appointed rather than elected?

judicial branch 
4 . Number Patterns
What are the next three terms in this series of 
numbers?
  7  3  9  5  11  7  13  ...

9, 15, 11 
5 . Star Locations
Polaris lies almost directly above what point on Earth's 
surface?

North Pole 

6 . Earth's Divisions
Name the two imaginary lines that divide the Eastern 
and Western hemispheres.

prime meridian, International Date Line 
7 . Plurals
There are two acceptable plurals for the words 
"appendix," "helix," and "matrix."  What two 
combinations of three letters form the ends of these 
plurals?

xes, ces 
8 . Invasions
What was the collective name for the people who 
invaded England from Normandy in 1066?

Normans 
9 . Rules
These are versions of what rule?
  -What you yourself hate, do to no man.
  -What you are unwilling to receive, be sure you
   never do.
  -Treat your inferiors as you would be treated
   by your betters.
  -Desire nothing for yourself which you do not
   desire for others.

Golden Rule 
1 0 . Predicates
What percentage of the words in this sentence are in 
the predicate?
  The art of living is more like wrestling than
  dancing.

60% 
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1 1 . Pressure
What is the name for the pressure on the surface of the 
Earth from the weight of the air above it?

atmospheric pressure 
1 2 . Injuries
In what kind of relatively mild injury, usually caused 
by blunt impact, does blood from damaged capillaries 
seep into the surrounding tissue?

bruise (contusion, ecchymosis) 
1 3 . Transportation
What animal is associated with caravans?

camel 
1 4 . Astronomical Definitions
A large, gaseous, self-luminous body held together by 
gravity and powered by thermonuclear reactions is 
called a what?

star 
1 5 . Sensation
What term ending in a silent "b" means insensible or 
lacking in feeling due to cold?

numb 

1 6 . Carbon-Based Organisms
The complete sequence of events undergone by an 
organism from the fusion of gametes in one 
generation to the same stage in the following 
generation is called the life what?

life cycle 
1 7 . Figures of Speech
John Updike used what figure of speech in this poem 
about rain?
  The window screen
  is trying to do
  its crossword puzzle
  but appears to know
  only vertical words.

personif icat ion 
1 8 . Picture Captions
This caption from December in 1903 is about whom?
  Inside the fragile machine is a 32-year-old
  bicycle mechanic from Dayton, Ohio.
  Watching is his younger brother, Wilbur.

Orville Wright 
1 9 . State Songs
Sung to the tune of "You Are My Sunshine," this is a 
verse of an official song of what state?
  Crawfish gumbo and jambalaya,
  the biggest shrimp and sugar cane,
    the finest oysters
    and sweet strawberries
  from Toledo Bend to New Orleans.

Louisiana 
2 0 . Presidential Births
These presidents were all born in what state?
  Woodrow Wilson, Zachary Taylor, John Tyler,
  William Harrison, James Monroe, James
  Madison, Thomas Jefferson, George Washington

Virginia 
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2 1 . Foreign Lands
What island nation lies between Jamaica and the 
Florida Keys?

Cuba 
2 2 . Southern Seasons
Two of the winter months in Australia begin with what 
same letter?

J .
2 3 . Poetic Accents
What is the third disyllabic word in "Jabberwocky" 
accented on the first syllable?

gimbal 
2 4 . Buffalo
What is another name for the North American 
buffalo?

bison 
2 5 . State Names
What state is named after the Spanish word for 
"flowery"?

Florida 

2 6 . Toe Woes
When pressure causes a toenail to grow into the 
surrounding flesh, it is described as being what?

ingrown 
2 7 . Grammar
Replace one word in this sentence to make it 
grammatically correct.
  Either bad gas or your dirty carburetor
  are causing your engine problems.

change "are" to "is" 
2 8 . Plants
Name the heavy-leafed perennial garden vegetable 
grown for its thick, juicy leafstalks which are stewed 
and made into pie-filling.

rhubarb 
2 9 . Roman Numerals
What year is expressed by MCMXL?

1940 
3 0 . Zoology
Animals such as rabbits and prairie dogs dig dens in 
the ground called what?

burrows (warrens) 
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3 1 . Penalties
What is the term for money paid to a government 
agency as a punishment for an infraction?

fine 
3 2 . American Government
Will Rogers said this of what position in the executive 
branch?
  He's the man with the best job in the country.
  All he has to do is get up every morning and
  say, "How's the president?"

vice president 
3 3 . Performing Arts
What are the skilled gymnasts in circuses called?

acrobats 
3 4 . Excavations
What noun ending with a silent "b" refers to an 
excavation for reception of a dead body?

tomb 
3 5 . Anagrams
What word for a slender boat is an anagram of 
"ocean"?

canoe 

3 6 . Big Game
Every autumn in the Rocky Mountains, a high-pitched 
bugling rings across the aspen groves and high 
meadows.  What creature is responsible for this 
fabulous sound?

elk (wapiti) 
3 7 . Colonial Soup
Colonial New Englanders tossed shellfish, salt pork, 
vegetables, and milk into a pot to make what kind of 
thick soup?

chowder 
3 8 . Nutrition
The three main components of foods are 
carbohydrates, proteins, and ...

fats 
3 9 . 17th-Century Scientific Advances
This is about whom?
  By modern standards, his instrument was only
  a small one, but it allowed him to see more of
  the heavens than anyone had ever seen
  including lunar mountains and rings around
  Saturn.

Galileo 
4 0 . Technology
What adjective indicates the kinds of parts that Eli 
Whitney produced to make firearms?

in terchangeable  (congruent)  
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Alt. 1. Trees
Instead of having flowers, spruces, junipers, and 
redwoods have what analogous structures?

cones 
Alt. 2. Grass
What kind of grass may be as tall as a tree?

bamboo 
Alt. 3. State Names
What is the only letter in the alphabet that does not 
appear in the name of any U.S. state?

Q .
Alt. 4. Vessels
This vessel left Plymouth, England in 1620.  Two 
months and five days later it arrived in Massachusetts 
Bay.  Name this ship.

Mayflower 
Alt. 5. Palindromes
Spell a palindrome for a word that may mean either 
"to look at" or "the sound of a chick."

peep 
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1 . National Parks
What national park in Alaska features whales and 
enormous chunks of ice falling into the sea?

Glacier Bay 
2 . Topographic Maps
Contour lines on topographic maps connect points 
having the same what?

elevation 
3 . Ratios
Express the ratio of 30 days to 4 weeks in lowest 
terms.

15 to 14 (15/14) 
4 . Baths
What kind of bath involves a hot, humid atmosphere 
created in a small enclosed area by pouring water on 
heated rocks?

sauna (sweat, Finnish steam) 
5 . Life on Earth
Some were only two feet long and weighed as much as 
a chicken while others reached a length of 150 feet 
and weighed 100 tons.  Some were herbivores while 
others were carnivores.  Some had small skulls and 
others were huge.  Some were slow-moving and 
others were fast.  Name these extinct creatures.

dinosaurs 

6 . Syllables
What is the total number of syllables in this four-line 
rhyme?
  Dickery, dickery, dare.
  The pig flew up in the air.
  The man in brown soon brought him down.
  Dickery, dickery, dare.

29 
7 . Quail
A group of quail is a ...

covey 
8 . Homophones
Spell the homophone for a Mediterranean country 
that sounds the same as the name for a viscous 
lubricant.

Greece 
9 . Statehood
What two states were admitted to the Union in 1959?

Alaska, Hawaii 
1 0 . Compasses
What intercardinal point is between NNW and WNW?

NW (or northwest) 
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1 1 . Musicals
These songs are from what musical?
  Oompa Loompa
  The Candy Man
  The Bubble Machine
  I've Got a Golden Ticket

Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory 
1 2 . Transportation
By 1860, more than 1000 big boats plied the 
Mississippi carrying freight and passengers.  What 
kind of vessels were these?

steamboats (paddle wheelers, stern wheelers) 
1 3 . Tolkien's Fantasies
Name the land where Hobbits live.

Shire 
1 4 . Blood
In what organs does hemoglobin become 
oxygenated?

lungs 
1 5 . Botany
What is the usual name for a vegetation structure in 
which trees grow close together with their crowns in 
contact?

forest 

1 6 . Birds
What large marine bird has an expandable pouch 
attached to the lower portion of its bill?

pelican 
1 7 . Kitchen Appliances
What kind of oven uses radiation in the short-wave 
region of the spectrum to cook food or gremlins?

microwave 
1 8 . Folksongs
What is the next word in these lyrics from an 
American folksong?
  De farmer take de boll weevil,
  And' he put him in a lump of ice.
  De boll weevil say to de farmer,
    "Dis is mighty cool and nice.
    It'll be my ..."

home 
1 9 . Parentheses
What part of this expression must be in parentheses in 
order for the value of the expression to be 26?
  6 times 4 minus 6 divided by 2 plus 5

6 divided by 2 
2 0 . Geographic Series
Geographically, what is the next state in this sequence 
of states?
  Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska,
  South Dakota, ...

North Dakota 
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2 1 . Dogsled Algebra
The annual rent on a dogsled in Alaska is G dollars.  
What is the average monthly dogsled rent?

$G/12 or 50 cents 
2 2 . Fractures
What is the term for a medical device used to 
immobilize a limb?

splint (cast) 
2 3 . Lincoln
What word completes this quote by Abraham Lincoln?
  And in the end, it's not the years in your life
  that count.  It's the life in ...

your years 
2 4 . Shel Silverstein
Who is this poem about?
  I'm ----, the world's dirtiest man,
  I have never taken a shower,
  I can't see my shirt - it's so covered with dirt, 
  And my ears have enough to grow flowers

Dirty Dan 
2 5 . Sets
All the whole numbers between 28 and 29 comprise 
what kind of set?

empty set 

2 6 . Astronomy
Name the special building inside which a special 
projector shows pictures of the night sky onto a 
domed ceiling

planetarium 
2 7 . Magical Lives
In the story, "Tuck Everlasting," what does the Tuck 
family do to get eternal life?

drinks from a magical spring 
2 8 . Adverbs
Express the adjective "forcible" as an adverb.

forcibly 
2 9 . Song Lyrics
Who was cautioned not to cry by her lover as he went 
to Alabama with a banjo on his knee?

Susanna 
3 0 . Animal Behavior
What mammal, other than man, washes its food before 
consuming it?

raccoon 
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3 1 . Curious Mammals
What rodent seems to have a mania for carrying all 
kinds of things to his nest which may be up to five 
feet in diameter?

pack rat 
3 2 . Numbers
What number is greater than 275, less than 325, a 
multiple of 5, and evenly divisible by both 3 and 9?

315 
3 3 . States
Rhode Island is the smallest state.  Name either of the 
next two smallest ones.

Delaware,  Connecticut 
3 4 . Folk Song Geography
These lyrics are from a song about what state?
  When formed our band, we are all well manned,
  To journey afar to the promised land.
  The golden ore is rich in store
  On the banks of the Sacramento shore.

California 
3 5 . Planets
This describes what planet?
  Although it is our closest neighbor, thick
  clouds hide its surface from even the most
  powerful telescopes.

Venus 

3 6 . Ancient Architecture
What city are you visiting if you can stand on your 
hotel balcony and see the Erechtheum and the 
Parthenon?

Athens 
3 7 . Getting Up
What is the name for a pair of poles, each with a raised 
footrest to allow the user to walk above ground level?

stilts 
3 8 . Expeditions
This is about whom?
  In the late 15th century, he sailed due east
  from the Canary Islands in hopes of reaching
  Japan.  He sought a direct ocean route to the
  gold palaces Marco Polo had described 200
  years earlier.

Christopher Columbus 
3 9 . Aviation Math
In 1924, U.S. Army aviators completed their 
26,000-mile flight around the world.  The trip took 
175 days, with the actual flying time amounting to just 
over 350 hours.  To the nearest mile per hour, what 
was their average flight speed?

74 mph 
4 0 . Dragon Poems
What name completes this verse by Ogden Nash?
  Now the name of the little black kitten was Ink,
  And the little gray mouse, she called him Blink,
  And the little yellow dog was sharp as Mustard,
  But the dragon was a coward, and she called
     him ...

Custard 
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Alt. 1. South America
What two South American countries begin with "P"?

Peru, Paraguay 
Alt. 2. Writing
A story that follows a character from the Battle of 
Bunker Hill and the signing of the Declaration of 
Independence through the Battle of Yorktown is in 
what order?

chronological  
Alt. 3. Magnetism
A bar magnet suspended from a fine wire aligns itself 
with the poles.  Name the device used by early 
navigators based on this principle.

compass 
Alt. 4. Islands
Madagascar is in what ocean?

Indian Ocean 
Alt. 5. Vocabulary
What term meaning "one and only" ends with "q-u-e"?

unique 
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1 . Syllabication
What is the last disyllabic word in the "Pledge of 
Allegiance"?

justice 
2 . Sores
What kind of sores are often signaled 24 to 48 hours 
prior to an outbreak by an itching or tingling 
sensation in the lips?

cold sores 
3 . Gas Computation
Since Henrietta knows she can travel 300 miles on 13 
gallons of gas, how many gallons will she need to go 
450 miles?

19.5 
4 . Ranks
These are rankings in what organization?
  Tenderfoot, Second Class, First Class,
  Star, Life, Eagle

Boy Scouts 
5 . Populous Nations
What country is home to one out of every five people 
on the planet?

China 

6 . Letter Antonyms
Letters that are not capitals are what?

lower-case 
7 . Bats
What is the primary food of most bats?

insects 
8 . Writing
What writing error is illustrated in this line?
  Help stamp out and eradicate superfluous
  redundancy.

redundancy 
9 . Capitalizing
Which words in this title of a book do not need to be 
capitalized?
  no such thing as a bad day

as, a 
1 0 . Seasonal Tunes
The lyrics of what seasonal song include the 
following?
  a new bird
  Parson Brown
  conspiring by a fire

Winter Wonderland 
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1 1 . Stringed Instruments
When the tension on the vibrating string of a musical 
instrument is increased, what happens to the 
frequency?

It becomes higher. 
1 2 . Tire Design
With respect to snow or mud, what property of a tire is 
improved with wider treads?

traction (friction) 
1 3 . Descriptions
What did the person never do who Shakespeare 
described with this line?
  He hath never fed of the dainties that are bred
  in a book.

read 
1 4 . Congress
What is the total number of votes controlled in the 
U.S. Senate by the four smallest states and the five 
largest states?

18 
1 5 . Latin America
If you alphabetically arrange the countries of South 
America, which is last?

Venezue la  

1 6 . Collections
What are these?
  Perseus, Northern Cross, Orion, Andromeda

constel lat ions 
1 7 . Contemporary Authors
Linda Sue Park won the Newbery Medal in 2002 for 
her work, "A Single Shard."  That story, along with 
"Seesaw Girl," and "When My Name Was Keoko" are 
set on what Asian peninsula?

Korean Peninsula 
1 8 . Quiet Revolutionaries
Mahatma Gandhi led the independence movement in 
what country?

India 
1 9 . Rivers
A river may deposit a large amount of alluvium where 
it enters a lake or the ocean.  This place is called the 
river's what?

mouth (delta) 
2 0 . Comparative Adjectives
What word should have been omitted in this line?
  The amendment addressing the special
  circumstances of underpaid teachers will make
  a good piece of legislation more better.

more 
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2 1 . Adverbs
Adverbs of manner answer the question, "How?"  
Adverbs of time answer what other question?

When? 
2 2 . Particle Physics
What modern term is derived from a word coined by 
Democritus around 450 B.C. which meant 
"uncuttable" or "the smallest indivisible particle of 
matter"?

atom 
2 3 . Feathers
In nestlings, they are the only feathers.  In adult birds, 
they lie between and beneath the contour feathers.  
Name these soft feathers that provide birds with 
insulation.

down 
2 4 . U.S. States
What state is between Kentucky and Alabama?

Tennessee  
2 5 . Musical Directions
"Crescendo" indicates a gradual increase in what?

volume (intensity) 

2 6 . Resolutions
What document was drafted shortly after this was 
written by Richard Henry Lee?
  Resolved that the United Colonies are, and of
  right ought to be, free and independent
  states, that they are absolved from all
  allegiance to the British Crown.

Declaration of Independence 
2 7 . Moving Out
What is the name for a mass of bees with a queen bee 
migrating to establish a new colony?

swarm 
2 8 . Fantasies
What story by J.K. Rowling begins with this?
  Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, of number four, Privet
  Drive, were proud to say that they were
  perfectly normal, thank you very much.  They
  were the last people you'd expect to be
  involved in anything strange or mysterious,
  because they just didn't hold with such
  nonsense.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 
2 9 . Border States
What contraction can be made from the first letters of 
the names of the U.S. states bordering Mexico?

can't 
3 0 . Fictional Characters
What character from American literature thinks the 
sky is falling in?

Chicken Little (Henny Penny) 
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3 1 . Factors
What is the prime factorization of 96?

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 
3 2 . Survivor Stories
In the 1890s, their numbers had been reduced to a few 
hundred.  Today, there about more than 500,000 of 
these large bovine mammals in North America.  Name 
them.

bison (buffalo) 
3 3 . Climates
What adjective describes the climate in regions near 
the equator with elevations of less than 3000 feet?

tropical 
3 4 . Redundancy
What words could be eliminated from this sentence 
without losing any meaning?
  It was a sudden and unexpected surprise.

sudden and unexpected 
3 5 . Bottle Poems
What is in the bottle described in this ditty?
  Shake and shake
  The ---- bottle.
  None will come,
  And then a lott'll.

catsup 

3 6 . Parks
What American national park is along the northern 
border of Montana?

Glacier National Park 
3 7 . Vapor
What happens to the water vapor in your breath when 
you exhale onto a cold mirror?

It condenses. 
3 8 . Stories
"Amahl and the Night Visitors" is about the Three 
Kings who stop at the home of a poor, crippled 
shepherd boy while on their way to what town?

Bethlehem 
3 9 . Historical Fantasy
Name the mouse in Robert Lawson's book, "Ben and 
Me."

Amos 
4 0 . Devastation
What mammal was devastated as a direct result of the 
completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869?

buffalo (bison) 
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Alt. 1. Government
What form of government is cited in the Pledge of 
Allegiance?

republic 
Alt. 2. Science Poems
This is about what profession in the earth sciences?
  By thought and dint of hammering
  Is the good work done whereof I sing.
  And a jollier crowd you'll rarely find
  Than the men who chip at earth's old rind,
  And often wear a patched behind
  By thought and dint of hammering.

geology (mining) 
Alt. 3. The American Frontier
What were the rugged trappers of the Rockies in the 
19th century called?

mountain men 
Alt. 4. Ursidae
What bear is easily distinguished by large, black 
patches around its eyes, on its ears, and around its 
body?

panda (giant panda) 
Alt. 5. Bays
Tampa Bay on the western coast of Florida opens to 
what body of water?

Gulf of Mexico 
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1 . Consecutive Integers
If the sum of three consecutive integers is 87, what is 
the smallest number?

28 
2 . Biography
Irene Hunt's book, "Trail of Apple Blossoms," is about 
what legendary American character?

Johnny Appleseed (John Chapman) 
3 . Folksongs
What line completes this excerpt from an American 
folksong?
  It rain'd all night the day I left,
  The weather it was dry,
  The sun so hot I froze to death ...

Susanna, don't you cry. 
4 . Enduring Stories
These stories are related to what legendary monarch?
  The Story of Sir Lancelot and His Companions
  The Story of the Champions of the Round Table
  The Story of the Grail

King Arthur 
5 . Islands
Name the largest island through which the Arctic 
Circle passes.

Greenland 

6 . Fictional Beings
This passage by J.R.R. Tolkien is about what beings?
  We are plain, quiet folk and have no use for
  adventures.  Nasty, disturbing, uncomfortable
  things!  Make you late for dinner.

hobbits 
7 . Kipling
What character in "The Jungle Book" is this about?
  He made loops and figures of eight with his
  body, and oozy triangles that melted into
  squares and five-sided figures, and coiled
  mounds.  It grew darker and darker, till at last
  the dragging, shifting coils disappeared, but
  they could hear the rustle of the scales.

Kaa (the python) 
8 . African Animals
Name the wolflike African animal with powerful jaws 
and a bristly mane.

hyena 
9 . Medieval Fashion
Protective clothing worn to defend knights from harm 
in combat is called ...

armor 
1 0 . Syllabication
How many syllables are in this line from a review of a 
book on science?
  It was written without fear and without
  research.

12 
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1 1 . Explorers
What sea did Balboa cross after leaving Santo 
Domingo on his way to the Isthmus of Panama?

Caribbean Sea 
1 2 . Interplanetary Chat
You have just received a "hello" from a planet 220 
light years away.  How long will it be before your 
reply reaches the aliens who sent it?

220 years 
1 3 . Biographies
The setting for "The Autobiography of Ben Franklin" 
is in what state?

Pennsylvania  
1 4 . Microbe Problems
The number of microbes in a petri dish doubled every 
ten minutes.  At 11 p.m., the dish was half full of 
microbes.  At what time was it only one-fourth full?

10:50 p.m. 
1 5 . Tales
Fairy tales begin with what four words?

once upon a time 

1 6 . Exploration
What is the term for an exploration or journey 
undertaken by an organized group of people having a 
definite objective?

expedit ion 
1 7 . Drainage Basins
Water from about 47% of all land in the world drains 
into what ocean?

Atlantic 
1 8 . European Cities
In what country are these cities?
  Milan
  Genoa
  Pisa
  Naples

Italy 
1 9 . Trees
Coconuts and what other sweet edible fruit grow on 
palms?

dates 
2 0 . Hard Times for Small Mammals
In the 17th and 18th centuries, what North American 
mammal was especially prized by European 
hatmakers?

beaver 
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2 1 . Family Logic
Mary's father has five daughters.  Nana, Nini, Nono, 
and Nunu are the first four.  Name the fifth.

Mary 
2 2 . The Skeletal System
What organ is protected by bones comprising the 
cranium?

brain 
2 3 . Forms of Literature
These publications are what kind of literature?
  National Geographic
  Ladies' Home Journal
  Popular Science
  Reader's Digest

periodicals 
2 4 . Pollution
Smog is a mixture of smoke and what else?

fog 
2 5 . Multipurpose Words
What one word has these meanings?
  -to get rid of
  -to hurl forcefully
  -the actors in a play
  -a plaster shell encasing a broken bone
  -the negative replica of a fossil impression
  -something formed by pouring molten metal
    into a mold

cast 

2 6 . Little Mammals
They are about 6 inches long and have thick fur on 
their bodies but none on their tails.  They have 
powerful front legs with claws turned outward 
enabling them to tunnel through ground beneath your 
lawn.  Name these blind mammals.

moles 
2 7 . Anthems
These lyrics are from the anthem of what failed 
Western Hemisphere country?
  God save the South, God save the South,
  Her altars and firesides, God save the South!
  Now that the war is nigh, now that we arm to
     die,
  Chanting our battle cry, "Freedom or death!"
  Chanting our battle cry, "Freedom or death!"

Confederate States of America 
2 8 . Birds
What name is given to male peafowl?

peacocks 
2 9 . Forces
Any violent, outward expansion of forces is called an 
...

explosion 
3 0 . Fiction
In "Charlotte's Web," Wilbur is a pig and Charlotte is a 
spider.  Who is the rat?

Templeton 
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3 1 . Award-Winning Books
What story by Linda Sue Park tells of an orphan 
Korean boy, Tree-ear, and his persistent interest in 
making pottery?

A Single Shard 
3 2 . Words
What is the term for words that are pronounced alike 
but spelled differently and have different meanings?

homonyms 
3 3 . Peninsulas
What two countries are on the Korean Peninsula?

North, South Korea 
3 4 . Battles
These were military engagements of what war?
  Battle of Germantown
  Battle of Monmouth
  Battle of Ticonderoga
  Battle of Brandywine

(American) Revolutionary War 
3 5 . Slang
What slang expression used as an expression of 
delight also indicates a link of wienerwurst?

hot dog 

3 6 . Minerals
What is the hardest mineral that can be produced by 
adding tremendous heat and pressure to pure carbon?

diamond 
3 7 . National Parks
Name either national park in California named after 
massive trees.

Redwood,  Sequoia 
3 8 . Big Books
Some books have so many pages that they are divided 
into two or more what?

volumes 
3 9 . Abbreviations
What is the meaning of the abbreviation, ASAP?

as soon as possible 
4 0 . Natural Disasters
In 1976, ten inches of rain fell in four hours around 
the Big Thompson River in Colorado.  Officials had 
just begun warning people to get out when what kind 
of flood roared through the canyon killing more than 
100 people and sweeping away an entire town?

flash flood 
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Alt. 1. U.S. Government
California has more than any other state.  
Pennsylvania has more than Arizona.  New York has 
more than Montana.  Florida has more than Oregon.  
What is the title of these members of Congress?

representat ives  
Alt. 2. Mass Extinctions
Computer data bases of fossils indicate that mass 
extinctions occur regularly, about every 26 million 
years.  The most recent one was 11 million years ago.  
So, in about how many years will the next one occur?

15 million years 
Alt. 3. Homonyms
What piece of equipment for hoisting massive objects 
shares a name with a long-legged wading bird?

crane 
Alt. 4. Literary Forms
This is about what literary form?
  The best ones leave their readers with a sense
  of having all but entered into a second life and
  of having come to know another human being in
  some ways better than he knew himself.

biography 
Alt. 5. Reviews
This is from a review of what 1999 movie?
  Orphaned in the jungle when his parents are
  killed, this hairless wonder is taken in by a
  gorilla family with proper American bourgeois
  sentiments.

Tarzan 
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1 . Grammar
What tense is used in this Irish bull?
  Abraham Lincoln was born in a log cabin which
  he built with his own hands.

past tense 
2 . American Cities
What lake is close to these cities?
  Ogden
  Logan
  Tooele
  Brigham City

Great Salt Lake 
3 . State Sectors
What subdivision of a state might include a number of 
cities, towns, and villages?

county (parish, borough) 
4 . Engines
This is about what airplane engines?
  They break down less often.  Their moving
  parts spin instead of moving to and fro so the
  plane does not shake.  They burn cheap
  kerosene instead of costly gasoline and weigh
  less than piston engines.

jet 
5 . Songs
These are state songs of what state?
  Where the Columbines Grow
  Rocky Mountain High

Colorado 

6 . Laws of the Land
The Articles of Confederation established a 
confederation of how many states?

13 
7 . Stories
In what story by Ian Fleming do the Potts own a 
magic automobile, take a sea voyage in it, and stumble 
into a gangster's cave where they are saved by their 
vehicle?

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
8 . Amphibians
Amphibians are animals that live in what two 
environments?

water, land 
9 . Marine Life
Name the echinoderm that lives along the margins of 
oceans that looks like a round ball covered with long 
sharp spines similar to those on porcupines.

sea urchin 
1 0 . Animal Feet
What type of foot is common to these animals?
  peccary, rhinoceros, tapir, camel, pronghorn,
  wapiti, yak, llama, bighorn

hoof 
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1 1 . Nonfiction
From its title, you can surmise that the book, "Thar 
She Blows," is about what former industry?

whaling 
1 2 . Diseases
Infectious diseases can be passed from one person to 
another.  These diseases are described as being what?

contagious (communicable)  
1 3 . A Slow Week
The naturalist William Beebe once followed a sloth 
through the forest for a week and discovered it spent 
11 hours feeding, 18 hours moving slowly about, 10 
hours resting, and how many hours sleeping?

129 
1 4 . Transportation Homonyms
An enclosure suspended from a cable to convey skiers 
or a type of boat propelled with a single oar in Venice 
share what name?

gondola 
1 5 . Vacation Math
You are driving 600 miles on a trip and, while you are 
moving, you average 50 miles per hour.  But you have 
to make 6 ten-minute stops for gas, goodies, souvenirs, 
and other pressing needs.  How many hours did the 
entire journey take?

13 hours 

1 6 . Birds
Where does the arctic tern winter?

Antarctic (Antarctica) 
1 7 . Seasons
In the first century B.C., what season was Horace 
alluding to in this line?
  A dread time, the harvest-season of the
  Goddess of Death

autumn 
1 8 . Fictional Characters
Susan, Edmund, Peter, and Lucy Pevensie are central 
characters in what fantasy series by C.S. Lewis?

The Chronicles of Narnia 
1 9 . Preparedness
Before the creation of a regular continental army 
under George Washington, there were militiamen, 
particularly in New England, who were prepared to 
take up arms at short notice.  Name them.

Minutemen 
2 0 . Fruits
What fruit looks like a smooth-skinned peach?

nectarine 
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2 1 . Theater
Just prior to opening night, the cast will present the 
entire play in full costume in their final practice.  
Name that event.

dress rehearsal 
2 2 . Algebraic Multiplication
If AB = 0, then we know that A or B must have what 
value?

0 .
2 3 . Science
Jeanette thinks that if leaf color change is related to 
daylight length, then exposing plants to fewer hours 
of daylight will result in changes in leaf color.  What 
do scientists call this kind of supposition?

hypothesis 
2 4 . Emergencies
What three numbers can be dialed in most cities to 
obtain emergency help?

911 
2 5 . Circus Performers
What kind of artist in a circus may swing from a 
suspended bar high in the air and then release it only 
to be caught in midair by another performer swinging 
from a different bar?

trapeze artist 

2 6 . Nonspatial Continuum 
AdjSpringing ahead in April and falling back in October 

have to do with what?

daylight savings time (or time) 
2 7 . Matter
Aside from plasma, in how many states or phases does 
matter exist?

three 
2 8 . The Compass
On a magnetic compass, what direction is exactly 
opposite from south south east?

north north west 
2 9 . Paintings
Leonardo Wilson just completed a huge painting of 
ancient Anasazi life covering the entire side of a motel 
wall.  What is this type of painting called?

mural 
3 0 . Cubes
You have a 3x3x3 cube made from 27 smaller cubes.  
If you paint the outside of the big cube and then 
disassemble it, how many of the small cubes have no 
painted faces?

1 .
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3 1 . Tense
What tense is used mainly to express an action that is 
occurring now?

present tense 
3 2 . Stars
About 1000 B.C., the star Kochab in Ursa Minor 
appeared stationary in the night sky of the Northern 
Hemisphere.  What star presently has that distinction?

Polaris 
3 3 . Predators
Predators include carnivores that eat animals and 
herbivores that eat what?

plants 
3 4 . Accents
The first three trisyllabic words in the Pledge of 
Allegiance are accented on what syllable?

second 
3 5 . S p e e d
A bunny hopping along at 5 feet per second travels 
how far in 1 minute?

300 feet 

3 6 . Conditionals
If a = b then what does 2a equal?

2b 
3 7 . Personal Judgment
What is the name for the inner sense of what is 
morally right and wrong?

conscience 
3 8 . Consecutive Integers
54 is the sum of what three consecutive even integers?

16, 18, 20 
3 9 . Children's Song Lyrics
In the English folksong, "Lavender Blue," what words 
are repeated in every line?

dilly dilly 
4 0 . Biomes
What biome that can be either very hot or very cold is 
always very dry?

desert 
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Alt. 1. Insects
Name the elongated sensory projections located on 
the head of an insect above the mouthparts that may 
be used for touching, smelling, and hearing.

antennae 
Alt. 2. Coasts
Name the part of a shoreline that extends from the 
low-water line to the highest portion of the shore 
washed by waves and tides.

beach 
Alt. 3. Tall Tales
Paul Bunyan first saw him writing figures on a 
limestone bluff with a pencil the size of a tree.  Paul 
hired this giant to keep his accounts, and thus, he 
became the world's first bookkeeper.  Name him.

Johnny Inkslinger 
Alt. 4. Roman Numeration
DCC is the Roman numeral equivalent of what 
numeral?

700 
Alt. 5. White House Vistas
From the White House, he could see Confederate flags 
flying over Arlington, Virginia.  Who was this 
president?

Abraham Lincoln 
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1 . Mythical Science
What mythical Greek character brought to mankind a 
gift consisting of oxygen, fuel, and kindling 
temperature?

Prometheus  
2 . Science Stories
Who was sitting under a tree thinking about gravity 
when, as the story goes, an apple fell on his head?

Isaac Newton 
3 . Venn Diagrams
What is the conclusion given these two premises?
  -Some pigs are friendly animals.
  -Some friendly animals are domestic.

Some pigs are domestic. 
4 . Capitalization
What words should be capitalized in this line?
  last fall i traveled to the orient.

Last, I, Orient 
5 . Books
These are titles of books about what form of 
entertainment?
  The Real Tom Thumb
  50 Nifty Ways to Paint Your Face
  P.T. Barnum
  Under the Big Top

circus 

6 . Phonemes
What is another word that consists of the same 
phonemes as "tar"?

art 
7 . Fictional Beings
This description from "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" 
is about what people?
  She noticed coming down toward her a group of
  the queerest people she had ever seen.  They
  were not as big as the grown folk she had
  always been used to, but neither were they
  very small.  They seemed about as tall as
  Dorothy but many years older.

Munchkins 
8 . Plant Life
It may form a scum on the walls of swimming pools 
and can turn the walls of aquariums green.  In fact, it 
can turn entire ponds green.  Name this form of plant 
life.

algae 
9 . Consecutive Integers
The sum of what three consecutive integers is 129?

42, 43, 44 
1 0 . Stories
This is about what story?
  More than 100 years have passed since the
  Lady from Philadelphia first suggested to the
  Peterkins that they had only to turn the piano
  around to avoid the inconvenience of playing it
  through the porch window.

The Complete Peterkin Papers 
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1 1 . Skin Conditions
What common term is used to describe your skin 
when it is losing its outermost layer or layers?

peeling 
1 2 . Liberties
Individual liberties, in a constitutional sense, are 
known as what?

rights 
1 3 . Stories
This is from what tale by C.S. Lewis?
  The Queen asked, "What would you like to eat?"
  "Turkish delight, your Majesty," said Edmund.
  The Queen let a drop fall from her bottle on
  to the snow and there appeared a box which
  contained several pounds of Turkish delight.

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe 
1 4 . Rains
A torrential downpour of rain has what name 
suggesting that all the water in a cloud was discharged 
at once?

cloudburst 
1 5 . Time
One millennium is how many years?

1000 

1 6 . Minerals
What mineral with a bluish hue is traditionally used in 
southwest American Indian jewelry?

turquoise 
1 7 . International Rivalries
Name two of the three countries that were the major 
players in New World colonial rivalries.

France, England, Spain 
1 8 . Rodents
This is about what rodent?
  This animal has thousands of modified hairs
  that are rigid, finely barbed, sharp-tipped,
  and serve as an almost impenetrable defense.

porcupine 
1 9 . C.S. Lewis
Which of "The Chronicles of Narnia" is about the sea 
journey undertaken by Prince Caspian to find seven 
banished lords?

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader 
2 0 . The Skeletal System
What part of the skeleton consists of the bones of the 
face, the jaw, and the cranium?

skull (head) 
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2 1 . Small Baby Booms
What is the term for four offspring born in a single 
birth?

quadruplets 
2 2 . Anatomical Adjectives
"Coronary" indicates what organ?

heart 
2 3 . Jars Math
Every second, the amount of liquid draining into a jar 
doubles.  When is the jar half full if the jar fills in 20 
seconds?

19 seconds 
2 4 . Historical Women
What lady is indicated in this verse?
  The days when immigrants traveled to the U.S.
  Traveling Liverpool to New York they did go 
  On the great liners across the Atlantic Ocean 
  There to be greeted by the Lady with the light 
  With thoughts of whatever the future's to be.

Statue of Liberty 
2 5 . Insects
How many pairs of jointed legs would 20 butterflies 
have?

60 

2 6 . Songs
What, according to the song, was too large for the 
shelf so it stood ninety years on the floor?

my grandfather's clock 
2 7 . Rope Supports
A 90-pound sack of wheat is suspended by a black 
rope.  A green rope suspending a 40-pound sack of 
wheat is tied to the bottom of the 90-pound sack.  
Ignoring the weight of the ropes, the black rope is 
supporting how many pounds?

130 pounds 
2 8 . Consumer Math
If a six-ounce can of low grade caviar costs $3.60, 
how much does this caviar cost per pound?

$9.60 
2 9 . Phonemes
What is another word that consists of the same 
phonemes as "pat"?

tap, apt 
3 0 . References
In what type of reference could this be found?
  silent - 
    still, hushed, quiet, quiescent, faint, muted,
    noiseless, soundless, inaudible, soundproof,
    speechless, unspoken, deathlike

thesaurus 
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3 1 . Physiological Conditions
Name the condition in which the body suffers from 
lack of water.

dehydration (thirst) 
3 2 . Space Exploration
Edwin Aldrin and what other American astronaut were 
first to set foot on the Sea of Tranquility?

Neil Armstrong 
3 3 . Regional Clothing
Correct the malapropism in this example.
  Many Arabs wear turbines on their heads.

turbans 
3 4 . Protagonists
What kind of creature is the protagonist in the story, 
"Stuart Little"?

mouse 
3 5 . Matter
What is the term for a collection of a particular type of 
atoms that cannot be decomposed into simpler units?

element 

3 6 . Weeds
What kind of weed that is common in arid regions 
spreads its seeds when it dries, breaks away from its 
roots, and rolls across the landscape, propelled by the 
wind?

tumbleweed 
3 7 . Story Lines
This is from what story?
  They wanted to go up the hillside to make
  themselves fat, but to get there, they had to
  cross a bridge.  Under the bridge lived a
  great ugly troll with eyes as big as saucers
  and a nose as long as a poker.

The Three Billy Goats Gruff 
3 8 . Breeds
These are breeds of what kind of animal?
  Manx
  Angora
  Persian
  Siamese

cats 
3 9 . Special Days
What can be said about the duration of the day that 
occurs at the summer solstice?

It is the longest day of the year. 
4 0 . Doggerel
What do the words "ruddig doud" mean in this bit of 
seasonal poetry?
  Sprig is just aroud de corder-
  Which rebides be I bust order
  Xdra kleedex, cough drops, ad a big jar of vix.
  Cause whed I walk id de doud toud
  By dose will cub a ruddig doud.

running down 
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Alt. 1. Birds
Name the large, long-legged African wading birds that 
owe their distinctive pink coloring to their diet of 
microscopic plants and animals.

flamingos 
Alt. 2. The Colonial Period
With what colony are these names associated?
  John Smith
  John Rolfe
  Pocahontas

Jamestown 
Alt. 3. Statistics
Five Vogons wrote bad poems containing 81, 63, 120, 
92, and 444 verses for an average of how many verses 
per work?

160 
Alt. 4. Animals
Makos and hammerheads are varieties of what kind of 
fish?

sharks 
Alt. 5. Whales
Whales often submerge far into the depths of the sea, 
where they are protected from the intense cold by 
what thick layer of insulating material?

blubber 
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1 . Trials
What is the collective term for any type of legal proof 
presented at trial through witnesses, records, and 
exhibits?

evidence 
2 . Heroes
This is about whom?
  In 1927, this lanky stunt flier called the Flying
  Fool courageously piloted his monoplane from
  New York to Paris in a grueling 33 hours 39
  minutes.

Charles Lindbergh 
3 . Big Claims
On the basis of Columbus' discoveries and a papal 
decree, Spain claimed the whole of the New World, 
except for a piece of what modern country that ended 
up in Portuguese hands?

Brazil 
4 . Elections
Miles Gloriosis won the election for county sheriff by 
a majority of just one vote.  12,223 votes were cast.  
How many votes did his opponent get?

6111 
5 . Chants
What is the reply to the last question in this chant?
  You remind me of a man. 
  What man? 
  The man with the power. 
  What power? 
  The power of hoodoo. 
  Hoodoo? 
  You do. 
  Do what?

You remind me of a man. 

6 . British Fantasies
One of the Harry Potter stories includes the search to 
catch Sirius Black, an escaped convict from what 
wizard prison?

Azkaban 
7 . Deductions
What can be deduced from this syllogism?
  All Venusians are green.
  Ikpharr is a Venusian.

Ikpharr is green. 
8 . Feline Poetry
This is about what African feline?
  Sprawled alone along a branch,
  the ---- lurks, awaiting lunch.
  Her spots and claws, they have their uses
  (and so do all her gastric juices).

leopard 
9 . Latin American Geography
Name South America's largest landlocked country.

Bolivia 
1 0 . Animal Life
Some animals live only in the water and some live 
only on land.  What is the category of others that can 
live both on land and in the water?

amphibians (Amphibia) 
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1 1 . Faults
The last catastrophic slip of the San Andreas Fault 
occurred in 1857, producing an earthquake estimated 
on the Richter scale at 8.3.  Geologists have found that 
such enormous slippages occur, on average, every 140 
years.  Based on this, the next major slip should have 
occurred in what year?

1997 
1 2 . Planetary Years
The length of the year is shortest on which planet?

Mercury 
1 3 . Animal Literature
Felix Salten describes what deer in this line?
  He came into the world in the middle of the
  thicket, in one of those little, hidden forest
  glades which seem to be entirely open.

Bambi 
1 4 . Beginnings
What kind of stories have these openings?
  Long ago and far away ...
  In olden times when wishing still helped ... 
  A thousand years ago tomorrow
  Once on a time and a very good time it was ...

folktales (folk stories, fairy tales) 
1 5 . Personal Philosophy
Complete this line by William Boetcker.
  That you may retain your self-respect, it is
  better to displease the people by doing what
  you know is right, than to temporarily please
  them by doing what you know is ...

wrong (not right, improper, unseemly, etc.) 

1 6 . Sentence Parts
What are the direct objects in this sentence?
  A completed rifle cartridge includes a case,
  gunpowder, a primer, and a bullet.

case, gunpowder, primer, bullet 
1 7 . Engines
What device produces an electrical arc in internal 
combustion engines?

spark plug 
1 8 . Pioneers
What is another name for prairie schooners?

covered wagons (or Conestoga wagons) 
1 9 . Poems
What two words complete this stanza?
  This is the maiden all forlorn,
  That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
  That tossed the dog,
  That worried the cat,
  That killed the rat,
  That ate the malt
  That lay in the house that ...

Jack built 
2 0 . Space Exploration
In 2004, the American space probes Spirit and 
Opportunity successfully landed on what planet?

Mars 
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2 1 . Bent Water
After briskly rubbing a comb on a woolen cloth, you 
hold it next to a narrow stream of water coming from 
a faucet.  What causes the stream to bend toward the 
comb?

static electricity (ionization) 
2 2 . Word Choice
While you should use "may" when seeking permission, 
what word should you use when you mean the ability 
to do something?

can 
2 3 . Parallel Thinking
Ben Franklin advised that every morning, one should 
ask oneself this question:  "What good shall I do this 
day."  He also advised that every evening, one should 
ask what other related question?

What good have I done today? 
2 4 . Colonial Carbohydrates
This is about what 18th-century agricultural product?
  More than either tobacco or cotton, this staple
  crop was so seductive and so labor-intensive
  that it transformed Europe's taste and
  economy and enslaved the people of Africa.

sugar (sugar cane) 
2 5 . Farming
Farmers store seed and grain in tall round buildings 
called what?

silos 

2 6 . Farming
What word completes this definition of a farmer?
  a man who believes in the eight-hour day: eight
  hours in the forenoon and eight hours in the ...

afternoon 
2 7 . Botany
Many foods such as cucumbers, tomatoes, squash, 
pumpkins, corn, and beans are treated as vegetables 
but they are actually ...

fruits 
2 8 . Elections
What term is used in elections to designate any 
number greater than half of the voters?

majority 
2 9 . Wordplay
These lines illustrate what form of wordplay?
  -Is this your sister's sixth zither, sir?
  -A skunk sat on a stump and thunk the stump
    stunk, but the stump thunk the skunk stunk.
  -Six sick slick slim sycamore saplings

tongue twisters 
3 0 . Scary Critters
In "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory," what large and 
hungry creatures are the main natural enemies of the 
Oompa-Loompas?

W h a n g d o o d l e s  
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3 1 . Flags
What flag with five interlocking rings flew over 
Antwerp for the first time anywhere in 1920?

Olympic flag 
3 2 . Percentage Conversions
Convert 175.5% into a decimal.

1.755 
3 3 . Subject-Verb Agreement
Restate this sentence with a plural subject.
  The yak travels slowly.

The yaks travel slowly. 
3 4 . Truths
What is the first "self-evident truth" in the Declaration 
of Independence?

that all men are created equal 
3 5 . Money Problems
Natasha has two U.S. coins in her hand that total thirty 
cents.  One is not a nickel.  What are the two coins?

quarter, nickel 

3 6 . Mixture Problems
One beaker is half full of alcohol and another twice its 
size is one fourth full of alcohol.  Both beakers are 
filled with water and their contents are poured into a 
third container.  What fraction of the mixture is 
alcohol?

1/3 
3 7 . Insect Bites
To reduce the pain and swelling of bee or wasp stings, 
what household substance consisting of dihydrogen 
monoxide should be applied?

ice (cold pack) 
3 8 . Foreign Nations
"Estado Espanol" is another name for what nation?

Spain 
3 9 . U.S. Cities
Cable cars are a distinctive and viable form of 
transportation in what U.S. city?

San Francisco 
4 0 . Roman Numerals
Convert the number 1957 into Roman numerals.

MCMLVII  
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Alt. 1. Wordplay
What form of wordplay is illustrated in this line?
  Brisk brave brigadiers brandished
  broad bright blades, blunderbusses,
  and bludgeons, balancing them badly.

tongue twister (or alliteration) 
Alt. 2. Row Math
One setup has 9 rows of dominoes with 9 dominoes in 
each row.  Another has 6 rows of dominoes with 12 
dominoes in each row.  How many fewer dominoes 
are in the second setup?

9 .
Alt. 3. Erroneous Songs
What is wrong with these lyrics sung by English boys 
around 1830?
  To the west, to the west, to the land of the
    free
  Where the mighty Missouri rolls down to the
    sea

Missouri River doesn't go to sea. 
Alt. 4. Unusual Characters
This is about what Hogwarts ghost?
  He seized his left ear and pulled.  His
  whole head swung off his neck and fell
  onto his shoulder as if it was on a hinge.
  Someone had obviously tried to behead him,
  but had not done it properly.

Nearly Headless Nick (Sir Nicholas) 
Alt. 5. Scientific Malapropisms
What word should have completed this line?
  The process of turning steam back
  into water is called conversation.

condensat ion  
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1 . Rain
What is the meteorological term for frozen raindrops?

sleet 
2 . Venom
Venomous animals dispense their poisons by 
squirting, stinging, or by what other means?

biting 
3 . Tall Tales
Among whose most legendary feats was riding a 
cyclone bareback?

Pecos Bill 
4 . Sea Namesakes
What sea adjacent to Mexico was named for a 
conquistador?

Sea of Cortes 
5 . Coasts
What South American country has the longest 
coastline along the Pacific?

Chile 

6 . Contractions
Spell the contraction that sounds like the possessive 
form of they.

they're 
7 . Americans
Noah Webster lived from 1758 to 1843, fought in the 
Revolutionary War, and is mostly remembered for 
compiling what reference book?

dictionary 
8 . Redundancy
What two words can be omitted from this sentence 
without changing its meaning?
  We must all cooperate together
  to produce a quality end product.

together, end 
9 . Universal Syllogisms
What is the conclusion of this syllogism?
  All X are Y.
  Z is X.
  Therefore ...

Z is Y 
1 0 . Deficiencies
What condition results when a person has insufficient 
food for a prolonged period?

malnutrition 
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1 1 . Time in the Middle Ages
In Europe during the Middle Ages, the day was 
divided into two parts consisting of 12 hours of 
daylight and 12 hours of darkness.  So, the lengths of 
the hours varied with the seasons.  During which 
season was an hour of dark shortest?

summer 
1 2 . Bowling Averages
Meatless Garbanzo bowled scores of 146, 162, and 
184.  What was his average for the three games?

164 
1 3 . Waterways
What kind of waterway connects the Mediterranean 
Sea with the Red Sea, the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, 
and Lake Erie with the Hudson River?

canal 
1 4 . Axes
Name the end points of the Earth's axis of rotation.

North, South Poles 
1 5 . Underwater Communications
By forcing air past valves and flaps immediately below 
their blowholes, what marine mammals can emit at 
least 32 different sounds including whistles, groans, 
barks, and squeals?

dolphins (porpoises) 

1 6 . Pronouns
What pronoun is frequently omitted from short 
imperative sentences?

you 
1 7 . Stories
This is from what story?
  The swindlers demanded more money, silk and
  gold thread.  They put everything into their
  pockets and not a thread appeared upon the
  looms, but they kept on working at the empty
  frames as before.

The Emperor's New Clothes 
1 8 . Children's Literature
Who is the central character in the story from which 
this line was taken?
  It seemed hours before he got them to the
  shelter of the Hundred Acre Wood and they
  stood up straight again, to listen, a little
  nervously, to the roaring of the gale among
  the tree-tops.

Winnie the Pooh 
1 9 . Day Length
In the Northern Hemisphere, the shortest day of the 
year occurs during what month?

December  
2 0 . Gold!
In every million tons of seawater are about 4 grams of 
gold.  If gold is worth $350 per ounce and figuring 
28 grams to the ounce, what is the value of the gold in 
a million tons of seawater?

$50 
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2 1 . Botanical Dust
You rub your fingers over the stamens of a flower and 
get what yellow dust on your skin?

pollen 
2 2 . Orchestral Music
What is the name for the practice sessions run by 
conductors with their orchestras in preparation for a 
concert?

rehearsals 
2 3 . Poetry
What type of poem typically begins with this kind of 
first line?
  There was an old man from Nairobi ...

limerick 
2 4 . Homonyms
Spell the homonym for the substance from which 
cakes are made that means a blossom.

flower 
2 5 . Syllabication
This line contains how many syllables?
  Nothing is foolproof to a
  sufficiently talented fool.

15 

2 6 . The Changing Map
Latvia, Belarus, the Ukraine, and Azerbaijan were 
formerly republics of what larger nation?

Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.) 
2 7 . Attacks
Ships from what country's navy were attacking Fort 
McHenry when Francis Scott Key wrote "The 
Star-Spangled Banner"?

England 
2 8 . Lakes
Which Great Lake comes first alphabetically?

Erie 
2 9 . Ratios
Express this continued ratio in lowest terms.
  1 day to 4 days to 1 week

1 to 4 to 7 
3 0 . Rivers
All of the rivers that flow through Portugal empty into 
what body of water?

Atlantic Ocean 
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3 1 . Astronomical Classifications
In 2006, the International Astronomical Union 
officially identified three celestial bodies to receive 
dwarf planet classification including Ceres, Xena, and 
what other?

Pluto 
3 2 . Botany
Name the sweet liquid produced in flowering plant 
glands called nectaries.

nectar 
3 3 . Sensations
What sensation other than taste allows people to 
perceive food flavors?

smell 
3 4 . Health
What is the term for any evidence of a disease or 
disorder?

symptom 
3 5 . The Earth
Name the outermost part of Earth's surface.

crust 

3 6 . Wars
What war formally began with the shot heard around 
the world?

American Revolution 
3 7 . Syllogisms
What is the conclusion to this syllogism?
  All keen things are green.
  Liver flukes are green.
  Therefore ...

liver flukes are keen 
3 8 . Bees
How many times can a killer bee sting you?

once 
3 9 . Geodesy
The reference lines on a globe that circle the Earth 
parallel to the equator are lines of what?

latitude 
4 0 . Pioneer Housing
During nineteenth century settlement of the Canadian 
and American prairies, homes were built of blocks of 
what native material?

sod 
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Alt. 1. Sensation
Without what sensation might you seriously hurt 
yourself without knowing it?

pain 
Alt. 2. Comets
What kind of showers result when the Earth passes 
through the dust tail of a comet?

meteor showers 
Alt. 3. Custard
What story features Aunt Petunia's levitating 
cream-covered, violet-topped custard that crashes and 
covers Harry Potter?

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 
Alt. 4. Nutrition
What is the collective name for these substances 
necessary in a well-balanced diet?
  iodine, phosphorus, potassium, copper, calcium,
  sodium

minerals 
Alt. 5. Sets
What is the intersection of these two sets?
  {5, 8, 14, 19}    {1, 3, 9, 14}

14 
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1 . Pronouns
Although you can't tell it by the sentence, what is the 
antecedent of the pronoun "it" in this actual 
announcement about an outfield play?
  Winfield goes back to the wall.  He hits his head
  on the wall, and it bounces off.  It's rolling all
  the way back toward second base!

the baseball (the ball) 
2 . The Earth's Axis
The Earth's axis of rotation coincides with that 
diameter terminating the Earth's geographical north 
and south what?

poles 
3 . Time Reckoning
Early attempts to make a calendar involved using the 
time from one new moon to the next.  But the time it 
takes for the Moon to revolve once completely around 
Earth is 29 1/2 days.  This period would make a 
12-month year equal how many days?

354 
4 . Special Days
Celebration of Decoration Day began after the Civil 
War.  It was so named because families went to 
graveyards and placed flags, flowers, and wreaths on 
the graves of deceased soldiers.  Today, this holiday is 
known as ..

Memorial Day 
5 . Roman Numerals
86 is equivalent to what Roman numeral?

LXXXVI 

6 . Tongue-in-Cheek Forecasting
What word is missing in the George Carlin prediction?
  Weather forecast for tonight: dark.
  Continued dark overnight, with widely
  scattered ---- by morning.

light 
7 . Breezes
A sea breeze is caused by what difference between the 
surface of the land and the surface of an adjacent 
body of water?

temperature 
8 . Musicals
These songs are from what musical?
  I Love to Laugh
  Step in Time
  Jolly Holiday

Mary Poppins 
9 . Brief Sentences
Consisting of three letters forming a pronoun and a 
verb, what is the shortest complete sentence in the 
English language?

I am.  (I do.) 
1 0 . Musical Chases
In "Pop Goes the Weasel," the monkey chases the 
weasel around what?

the cobbler's bench 
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1 1 . Worm Wages
Orvis wants a new fly rod that costs $180.  He earns 
spending money by digging night crawlers that he 
sells for $2 per dozen.  So far, he has made $40.  How 
many more worms will he have to dig up?

840 (or 70 dozen) 
1 2 . Abbreviations
What is the meaning of the first word in the 
abbreviation "p.m."?

after 
1 3 . African Animals
They live in herds only in or near rivers and lakes of 
Africa, and may weigh up to five tons.  Name these 
creatures with thick, tough skin.

h ippopotamuses  
1 4 . Stories
What work by Scott O'Dell was based on the true story 
of an American Indian girl's survival alone on an 
island for 18 years?

Island of the Blue Dolphins 
1 5 . Business Schemes
In Jack London's story, "The One Thousand Dozen," 
the central character plans to sell one thousand dozen 
eggs in Dawson for five dollars per dozen and thereby 
gross how much money?

$5000 

1 6 . Earthquakes
Since there are an average of two earthquakes per 
minute somewhere on Earth, how many are there per 
day?

2,880 
1 7 . Architecture
The pagoda originated on what continent?

Asia 
1 8 . Longitude
How many total degrees of longitude are there?

360 
1 9 . Moisture
What is the term for moisture that condenses on the 
surfaces of objects left outside overnight?

dew (frost) 
2 0 . Poems
What kind of animal inspired this passage by D.H. 
Lawrence?
  He reached down from a fissure in the
    earth-wall in the gloom
  And trailed his yellow-brown slackness
    soft-bellied down, over the edge of the
    stone trough
  And rested his throat upon the stone bottom

snake 
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2 1 . Roman Numerals
While MC equals 1100, CM equals what?

900 
2 2 . Fables
"It really does not pay to pretend to be what you are 
not" is the moral in an Aesop fables about a wolf 
wearing what kind of clothing?

sheep's 
2 3 . Slopes
Slopes facing what cardinal direction in the Northern 
Hemisphere receive the greatest amount of sunlight?

south 
2 4 . Money
How many dollars are in 100 times 100 dimes?

$1000 
2 5 . Seas
What body of water could you reach by traveling 
north from Tunisia or west from Lebanon or south 
from Monaco?

Mediterranean Sea 

2 6 . Animal Stories
What story set in New York City includes Harry the 
cat, Tucker the mouse, and Chester the musical 
cricket?

The Cricket in Times Square 
2 7 . Ranching
Name the long-handled metal rod with a distinctive 
design at one end which is heated and used for 
marking livestock.

branding iron 
2 8 . Planets
What is the first letter of the alphabet that does not 
appear in the name of any planet?

b .
2 9 . Drugs
What is the collective name for drugs that cause 
anesthesia?

anesthetics 
3 0 . Short Stories
Who wrote this?
  I have made many books about well-behaved
  people.  Now, for a change, I am going to make
  a story about two disagreeable people, called
  Tommy Brock and Mr. Tod.  Nobody could call
  Mr. Tod "nice."  The rabbits could not bear him
  and could smell him half a mile off.

Beatrix Potter 
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3 1 . Electrical Circuitry
If all the lights in your house were connected in series, 
what would happen if one of them burned out?

All lights would go out. 
3 2 . Elk
What are male elk called?

bulls (stags) 
3 3 . Sentences
This line illustrates which of the three types of 
sentences?
  Can vegetarians eat animal crackers?

interrogative 
3 4 . Native Americans
What tribe of American Indians that inhabited the 
region of Georgia and Alabama now makes its home 
in the southeasternmost state?

Seminole 
3 5 . Climates
Name the driest state in the U.S.

Nevada 

3 6 . References
In what kind of dictionary is this entry found?
  -fume-
  assume, consume, exhume, perfume, resume

poet's (rhyming) dictionary 
3 7 . Bears
There are no bears living on what two continents?

Australia, Antarctica 
3 8 . Old West Practices
What was the collective name for these symbols in the 
Old West?
  Bar J
  Circle T
  V Hanging S
  Reverse R
  Lazy W

brands 
3 9 . Nature's Tricks
Arctic explorers may see high mountains just ahead, 
but when they move closer, the mountains disappear.  
This is what kind of illusion?

mirage 
4 0 . Confluences
What two major rivers join just north of St. Louis?

Mississippi, Missouri 
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Alt. 1. Armed Engagements
What is the name for a combat between two 
individuals using matched weapons in accordance with 
a set of rules?

duel 
Alt. 2. Snakes
What poisonous snake assumes a position for attack 
by raising about one-third of its body off the ground 
and inflating its neck into a hood?

cobra 
Alt. 3. Historical Songs
These songs are about what period in American 
history?
  The Ballad of Major Andre
  The Dying Redcoat
  Bunker Hill

American Revolution (Revolutionary War) 
Alt. 4. Sentence Repair
Fix this sentence by repairing the subject.
  Me and my sister were isolated on the farm.

My sister and I 
Alt. 5. Philosophy of Life
What word completes this passage by Albert Einstein?
  There are only two ways to live your life.
  One is as though nothing is a miracle. The
  other is as though everything is a ...

miracle 
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1 . Native American Homes
Name the apartment-like buildings built for living 
quarters by the Zunis and Hopis.

pueblos 
2 . Fruits
What fruit has the same name as a flightless bird from 
New Zealand?

kiwi 
3 . Divisors
What is the greatest common divisor of 18 and 8?

2 .
4 . Pledge Analysis
What is the first direct object in the Pledge of 
Allegiance?

allegiance 
5 . Poems
What is the last word in this nonsense verse by Edward 
Lear?
  Far and few, far and few,
  Are the lands where the Jumblies live.
  Their heads are green, and their hands are blue
  And they went to sea in a ...

sieve 

6 . Fictional Females
What is the last name of the character indicated in this 
blurb?
  A blast of wind, a house-rattling bang, and
  Mary arrives at Number Seventeen Cherry Tree
  Lane, where, quicker than she can close her
  umbrella, she takes charge of the Banks
  children.

Poppins 
7 . City Nicknames
Alamo City is the nickname for what large U.S. town?

San Antonio 
8 . Marine Technology
In 1775, David Bushnell developed the "Turtle."  This 
tar-covered oak craft was driven by a hand-operated 
propeller.  It submerged by taking in water and 
resurfaced by pumping the water out.  This was the 
first successful deployment of what kind of vessel?

submarine 
9 . Toast Syllabication
How may syllables are in this line by an 19th-century 
California gold-mining magnate?
  Here's to low-grade ore and plenty of it.

10 
1 0 . Animal Anatomy
What structure on many bipeds can be described as a 
pair of long jaws without teeth?

beak 
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1 1 . Scientific Instruments
An aircraft's altimeter measures the height of the plane 
above what level?

sea level 
1 2 . As the World Turns
About every 24 hours, the Earth turns once on its 
what?

axis 
1 3 . Countries
Name either of the two southernmost New World 
countries.

Chile, Argentina 
1 4 . Zoology
What is the name for amphibians that somewhat 
resemble lizards?

salamanders 
1 5 . Sheet Music
The time signature on sheet music indicates the 
number of beats per ...

measure 

1 6 . Award-Winning Novels
What story by Irene Hunt is about a little girl who, 
when her mom dies, has to go live with her Aunt 
Cordelia with whom she eventually develops a strong 
attachment?

Up a Road Slowly 
1 7 . British Ballads
What name completes this verse of a ballad?
  For Little John took his bow in his hand, 
    And wand'ring in the wood,
 To kill the deer, and make good cheer, 
    For Marian and ...

Robin Hood 
1 8 . Astronaut Metaphors
To what was astronaut Michael Collins referring when 
he described a heavenly body as a "little blue marble"?

Earth 
1 9 . Plant Problems
What is the name for a plant's loss of shape caused by 
a water shortage?

wilting 
2 0 . Fictional Kangaroo Courts
What character in a book by Lewis Carroll is accused 
of stealing tarts?

Knave of Hearts 
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2 1 . Cost Figuring
The cost of 4 tulip bulbs is 80 cents.  How much will 4 
1/2 dozen bulbs cost?

$10.80 
2 2 . Water
What happens to the velocity of water as it leaves a 
hose?

It decreases. 
2 3 . Bullet Calculations
Wyatt had a box of bullets and shot half of them and 
then his brother Morgan shot a fourth of the 
remaining bullets, leaving six in the box.  How many 
bullets were in the box to start with?

16 
2 4 . Intragalactic Travel
During the first four days of an excursion across the 
universe, Julie Verne traveled 320, 295, 363, and 422 
light years.  What was the average distance covered 
daily?

350 LY 
2 5 . Cattle Drives
What vehicle carried food and cooking supplies on 
Old West cattle drives?

chuckwagon 

2 6 . Music Terminology
What is term for the pattern of stressed and unstressed 
notes in music?

rhythm 
2 7 . Losses
Sara sold her sloop at a loss for $9000.  Her loss 
amounted to two-fifths of what she had paid for it.  
What did the sloop cost her?

$22 ,500  
2 8 . Senators
What is the total number of U.S. senators from the 
Four Corners states?

8 .
2 9 . Elections
What adjective indicates complete agreement and 
assent among voters in an election?

unanimous 
3 0 . Color
What color is an object that absorbs all other colors 
and reflects only red light?

red 
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3 1 . Muscles
What term associated with bodybuilding means to 
bend a joint or to contract a muscle?

flex 
3 2 . The Netherlands
People of the Netherlands have built miles of earthen 
walls along their coastline to keep the stormy North 
Sea from flooding their land.  Name these walls.

dikes 
3 3 . Presidential Decisions
Of all the things Thomas Jefferson accomplished 
during his presidency, his biggest achievement was 
what arrangement with the French?

Louisiana Purchase 
3 4 . Abominable Historical Practices
It was practiced among all ancient peoples, in 
Christian Europe, and in America.  Name this system 
of holding persons as the property of other persons to 
whose will they are bound.

slavery 
3 5 . Anagram Apparel
"Goat" is an anagram for what garment worn by 
citizens of ancient Rome?

toga 

3 6 . Performing Arts
Puppets suspended and controlled by a number of 
strings are called ...

marionettes (string puppets) 
3 7 . Statistics
Isaac's first 3 fish weighed 3 pounds apiece.  His next 
three fish each weighed 5 pounds.  He also caught one 
weighing 2 pounds and one weighing 6 pounds.  What 
is the average weight of all his fish?

4 pounds 
3 8 . Harry Potter
What creatures in the Harry Potter books who guard 
the wizard prison, Azkaban, have no eyes, a large hole 
where the mouth should be, and grow like fungi in the 
darkest, dankest places, creating a dense and chilly 
fog?

dementors 
3 9 . Consecutive Integers
The sum of what two consecutive even integers is 94?

46, 48 
4 0 . Nutrients
Carbohydrates, water, and fats are three of the six 
groups of nutrients.  What are the other three?

proteins, minerals, vitamins 
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Alt. 1. Ancient Divine Right
Ancient Egyptians believed that the sun god, Ra, was 
the ancestor of their rulers.  Name those rulers.

pharaohs 
Alt. 2. Land Forms
What carved fiords?

glaciers (glaciation) 
Alt. 3. Geology
A tree fell and was covered with mud.  It did not rot.  
After many centuries, every particle in the tree was 
replaced with a mineral particle.  What was the result 
of this process?

petrified wood 
Alt. 4. Rocket Launches
NASA scientists launched small rockets with metal 
balls on their tips into clouds just prior to some space 
shuttle launches.  What were they trying to trigger?

l ightning 
Alt. 5. Unusual Creatures
What creatures of the Amazon River can be eight feet 
long with tails packed with specialized cells that 
generate electricity that can be discharged to stun 
prey?

electric eels 
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1 . Executives
Who was president at the time of the largest land 
acquisition in U.S. history?

Thomas Jefferson 
2 . Heinlein Quotes
Complete this remark by Robert Heinlein.
  Once the monkeys learn they can vote
  themselves bananas, they'll never climb
  another ...

tree 
3 . Quotes
This is from what book?
  Milo asked, "How did we get to the Island of
     Conclusions?"
  Canby explained, "You jumped, of course.  It's
  quite simple.  Every time you decide something
  without having a good reason, you jump to
  Conclusions, like it or not.

The Phantom Tollbooth 
4 . Tributes
Isaac Asimov said this about whom?
  His simple device quickly proved to be an
  efficient guard against the lightning stroke.
  It was the first time scientific theory was
  used to counter natural disaster and showed
  that people could turn to science for answers
  to their problems.

Benjamin Franklin 
5 . Poultry Ratios
On a bird farm, the ratio of pheasants to quail is four 
to one.  What fraction of the critters in the group are 
quail?

1/5 

6 . Botany
What term that rhymes with "boot" refers to new plant 
growth?

shoot 
7 . The Oceans
The Gulf Stream is one of several enormous streams 
that flow through the oceans along well-mapped 
routes.  Oceanographers call these streams ...

currents 
8 . Stock Phrases
What word completes these phrases?
  bear in ...
  bring to ...
  change your ...
  cross your ...
  go out of your ...

mind 
9 . Geology
You find an imprint of an ancient leaf, some petrified 
wood, and a few petrified bones.  What is the collective 
name for any such evidence of ancient life forms?

fossils 
1 0 . Subatomic Particles
Located in the nucleus of the atom are closely packed 
particles, each of which carries a unit charge of 
positive electricity equal to the unit charge of negative 
electricity carried by the electron.  Name them.

protons 
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1 1 . Planets
Three of the four largest planets are listed below.  
What other planet should be here?
  Neptune
  Saturn
  Uranus

Jupiter 
1 2 . Mythical Beasts
The pronoun in this passage refers to what mythical 
being?
  Now, he was clearly no ordinary horse.  Above
  his broad white shoulders grew great wings,
  with alabaster feathers and vanes of gold.

Pegasus 
1 3 . Adverbs
What part of speech is modified by the adverb in this 
sentence?
  She owned an extremely light atlatl.

adjective 
1 4 . Factoring
What is the largest number you can make by 
multiplying any two of the prime factors of 78?

39 
1 5 . Grasshoppers
On the frontal side of the head of a grasshopper are a 
pair of jointed appendages which are actually sensory 
organs used to explore by touch and smell.  Name 
them.

antennae (feelers) 

1 6 . Communication
Name the first machine to use electricity as a means of 
sending messages.

telegraph 
1 7 . Plant Poems
This is about what fruit?
  Green Buddhas
  On the fruit stand.
  We eat the smile
  And spit out the teeth.

watermelons 
1 8 . Executives
He was fat, fussy, hot-tempered, warm-hearted, and got 
into fights with almost every prominent American of 
his time.  He hated Hamilton, was jealous of 
Washington, and despised Jefferson's democratic 
thinking.  Name this second U.S. president.

John Adams 
1 9 . Dictionaries
Dictionaries frequently lists words having almost the 
same meaning as the word being defined.  Such words 
with similar meanings are called ...

synonyms 
2 0 . Reflexes
Name the reflex involving deep inhalation and 
exhalation associated with being tired or boredom.

yawning 
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2 1 . Electricity
What occurs when wires in an electrical circuit that are 
not supposed to touch are brought into contact?

a short (short circuit) 
2 2 . Roman Numeral Arithmetic
Express as a Roman numeral half of XLVIII.

XXIV 
2 3 . Differences of Opinion
In what kind of settlement does each side agree to less 
than it wants?

compromise (negotiat ion,  mediation) 
2 4 . North American History
What nation controlled the Pacific coast of Canada 
and Alaska at the same time that the French controlled 
an enormous region in central North America?

Russia 
2 5 . Antagonists
In "A Wrinkle in Time," the antagonist is referred to as 
...

IT 

2 6 . Verbs
Identify the helping verb in this sentence.
  As his paw fumbled with her hair, he was
  howling at the moon.

was 
2 7 . Islands
Name the largest island between Norway and 
Greenland.

Iceland 
2 8 . Pirate Stories
This is from what play?
  In the midst of them reclined James Hook.  He
  lay at his ease in a rough chariot drawn and
  propelled by his men, and instead of a right
  hand he had the iron hook with which ever and
  anon he encouraged them to increase their
  pace.

Peter Pan 
2 9 . Ranching
What invention made it possible for farmers and cattle 
ranchers to fence lands economically?

barbed wire 
3 0 . Liquids
What is the opposite of condensation?

evaporat ion 
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3 1 . Southern States
Name the most southerly of the United States.

Hawaii 
3 2 . Airplane Parts
The chains and sprockets used by the Wright brothers 
in their first airplane were actually designed to be used 
in what other form of transportation?

bicycles 
3 3 . Seas
What sea lies between Colombia and Jamaica?

Caribbean 
3 4 . Sentences
What type of sentence is this statement by Lord 
Kelvin?
  Radio has no future.

declarative (simple) 
3 5 . Mining
Ore from Morey's Mine contains 11 pounds of silver 
and 16 pounds of lead per ton.  How many pounds of 
waste material are in each ton?

1973 

3 6 . The Solar System
It has no atmosphere or surface water.  Its surface 
temperature varies between 80 K and 400 K.  Its 
diameter is 3476 kilometers.  Name this body that, at a 
mean distance of 384,400 kilometers, orbits the Earth.

Moon 
3 7 . Science
How would scientists classify these statements?
 -Radar bombardment of plants will increase
    their growth rate.
 -At least one black hole exists in the Milky Way.

hypotheses 
3 8 . Prefixes
What do these prefixes mean?
  hypo-
  sub-

under (beneath, below) 
3 9 . Syllables
How many syllables are in this quote by Yogi Berra?
  Sometimes you can observe a lot by watching.

11 
4 0 . Musicals
These songs are in what musical?
  Over the Rainbow
  We're Off to See the Wizard

The Wizard of Oz 
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Alt. 1. Solids
What rectangular solid is bounded by six squares?

cube (hexahedron) 
Alt. 2. Wordplay
This is a spoonerism of what phrase?
  chipping the flannel

flipping the channel 
Alt. 3. Big Things
In what country is this thing located? 
  It is 480 feet high.  Each of its 2.3 million
  limestone blocks weighs 2.5 tons and the joints
  between blocks are only one ten-thousandth of
  an inch wide.

Egypt 
Alt. 4. Clouds
High-altitude clouds consist of ice crystals.  What do 
low-altitude clouds consist of?

water droplets (drops) 
Alt. 5. The Circulatory System
Capillaries, the smallest blood vessels in the body, 
connect small arteries with small ...

veins 
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1 . Fantasies
In what book by Robert Lawson does Amos, the oldest 
in a large family of poor church mice, venture out 
into the world and find a warm refuge in the lining of 
Ben Franklin's fur cap?

Ben and Me 
2 . Stories
In "How to Eat Fried Worms," by Thomas Rockwell, 
Billy accepts a bet to eat how many worms in how 
many days?

15, 15 
3 . Subsets
How many subsets of {w, x, y, z} contain exactly two 
elements?

6 .
4 . Tragedies
This was about what vehicle?
  About one minute after lift-off, a fuel tank
  fire started, and only a few seconds later, the
  spacecraft went down in flames, its pieces
  falling 60,000 feet into the Atlantic.

Challenger 
5 . Bird Talk
The name of what bird also means to repeat someone 
else's words?

parrot 

6 . Word Combos
Consider the line, "Which is the witch who wished the 
wicked wish?"  What is the phrase for any such a 
group of words difficult to articulate rapidly?

tongue twister 
7 . Attacks
In the 1940s, what country invaded Denmark, 
Belgium, Norway, and France?

Germany 
8 . Chords
A musical chord requires the simultaneous sounding 
of at least how many notes?

3 .
9 . War
Aircraft from what country sank the American 
battleships Nevada and Arizona?

Japan 
1 0 . Poems
What is this poem by Carlos Cortez about?
  Pushing up their heads
  Proudly
  Like
  Golden nuggets
  On green velvet
  But
  Lawn owners don't love them

dandel ions 
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1 1 . Rectangles
What is the perimeter of a rectangle if its length is 9 
and its width is 4?

26 
1 2 . Missive Abbreviations
At the end of a letter, you may find the abbreviation, 
P.S., followed by a message.  For what do these letters 
stand?

post script 
1 3 . Australian Injustice
European settlers in Australia drove what original 
inhabitants off their traditional lands?

Aborigines 
1 4 . Zoology
Name any creature that fits this description.
  Although ancient people believed they were
  fish, cetaceans are aquatic mammals that
  bear live young, produce milk to feed their
  offspring, and have a bit of hair.

whales (dolphins, seals, walruses, porpoises) 
1 5 . A Ship's Eyes
Before the advent of radar, the sailor assigned to the 
crow's nest to keep watch on the horizon for other 
ships or land was called a what?

lookout 

1 6 . Capitalization
What adjective should be capitalized in this line in 
which all capitalization is missing?
  in his many travels throughout peru, john had
  never seen an inca ruin or a black panther.

Inca 
1 7 . Gases
What is the name for solidified carbon dioxide?

dry ice 
1 8 . Hot Spots
Its ground temperatures sometimes exceed 125 
degrees F.  In 1913, its air temperature reached 134 
degrees F, the highest ever recorded in the U.S.  Name 
this hottest region in North America.

Death Valley 
1 9 . Geology
The general process by which the Earth is worn away 
by the action of the elements such as wind and water is 
...

erosion 
2 0 . Inspirations
Who wrote this in his notebook around 1874?
  If I could make a current of electricity vary in
  intensity precisely as the air varies in density
  during the production of sound, speech could
  be transmitted telegraphically.

Alexander Graham Bell 
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2 1 . Agricultural Nuisances
What common burrowing rodents with distinctive 
pouches on both sides of their faces can devastate 
lawns with their tunnels and destroy gardens in short 
order?

gophers (ground squirrels) 
2 2 . Metalworking
Name the heavy block of iron on which a blacksmith 
hammers red-hot metal into shape.

anvil 
2 3 . Sentences
Restate this sentence using a plural subject.
  She is an Olympic skater.

They are Olympic skaters. 
2 4 . Skin Problems
What is the name for a bubble on the surface of the 
skin in which fluid has accumulated.

blister 
2 5 . Vocabulary
The body of rules or principles prescribed by 
authority or established by custom that a community 
or state recognizes as binding on its members is called 
...

law 

2 6 . Rights
Who was U.S. president when the Bill of Rights was 
ratified?

George Washington 
2 7 . Unusual Characters
In what story by Hugh Lofting are these characters?
  Polynesia 
  Too Too
  Chee Chee

(The Voyages of) Dr. Dolittle 
2 8 . Imaginative Writing
This is about what African mammals?
  In their queer, inimitable vegetative
  gracefulness, they act as if it were
  not a herd of animals but a family of
  rare, long-stemmed, speckled gigantic
  flowers slowly advancing.

giraffes 
2 9 . Consecutive Integers
What two consecutive integers have a sum of -47?

-23, -24 
3 0 . Planets
Each planet turns on its axis.  Each turn is called a 
what?

rotation 
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3 1 . Historic Cries
During the 19th century, what had been spotted when 
these words were heard?
  Thar she blows!

whale 
3 2 . Fables
The expression, "Slow and steady wins the race," refers 
to which of Aesop's fables?

The Hare and the Tortoise 
3 3 . Monaco
Monaco, a tiny country on the French coast, is a 
principality because it is ruled by a hereditary leader 
with what title?

prince 
3 4 . Wartime Factions
During the American Revolution, how were those 
American colonists who remained faithful to the 
Britain king collectively known?

loyalists (Tories) 
3 5 . Trees
A cross section of a tree shows many concentric 
circles in the trunk.  These are annual what?

rings 

3 6 . Safe Havens
In the 17th century, what colony founded by Roger 
Williams became a haven for religious minorities 
including Catholics, Jews, and Quakers?

Rhode Island 
3 7 . Proportion
A pole casts a shadow of 48 feet at the same time that 
a 6 foot tall jockey casts a shadow of 4 feet.  The 
height of the pole in feet is ...

72 
3 8 . Electricity
What is the collective term for substances such as 
rubber or porcelain that do not carry electricity?

insulators 
3 9 . The Rock Cycle
Erosion and deposition form which of the three broad 
categories of rock?

sedimentary 
4 0 . Aviators
Amelia Earhart disappeared while she was flying over 
what body of water?

Pacific Ocean 
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Alt. 1. Vocabulary
What term may indicate the overthrow of a 
government, a major technological innovation, or a 
complete journey of a planet around the Sun?

revolution 
Alt. 2. Parks
About 91% of Yellowstone National Park lies in what 
state?

Wyoming 
Alt. 3. Life Forms
Mammals have dominated the Earth's continents for 
the last 65 million years.  Prior to this, what class of 
vertebrates ruled the land?

reptiles 
Alt. 4. Silly Poems
According to Shel Silverstein, what creature crawled 
out of the sea?

Sl i thergadee 
Alt. 5. Square Numbers
What is the first perfect square larger than 103?

121 


